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With this issue we welcome JOHN 1. KESSELL to the editorial staff of
NMHR. His article on the young Garces is based on research in Spain for
his forthcoming biography of the great pioneer Franciscan explorer of the
American West, who was the nrst to break a trail from the Pacinc coast to
the Hopi pueblos.
A graduate of Concordia College, Minnesota, who received his M.A. from
Vanderbilt University, DANIEL SIMUNDSON taught for several years at SuI
Ross, Alpine, Texas. He is now a doctoral candidate in history at UNM, and
his article is a preliminary study for a dissertation on the Shalam colony.
MICHAEL J. W ABNER teaches humanities in the Department of General
Studies at Western Washington State College, Bellingham, from which he
received both the B.A. and M.A. He has done further graduate work there
and at UNM.
Professor of History at the University of Northern Colorado, Greeley
(formerly Colorado State College), ROBERT W. LARSON is already known to
readers of NMHR. His paper on progressivism in New Mexico was prepared
for the convention of the Southwestern Social Science Association at Dallas
last spring.
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THE MAKlNG OF A MARTYR:

THE YOUNG FRANCISCO GARCES
JOHN L. KESSELL

THE would-be chronicler, a Franciscan, his face flushed and taut,
sat hunched forward with pen and paper before him. How could
he convey the horror of that day? Then words came, in metaphors:
all Nature stood still, aghast-the willows withered, the cottonwoods blanched, birds wept and fish knew not where to swim. Even
the sun darkened ominously, and the river ran red~ On that sweltering day, July 17, 1781, the Yuma ran wild. Yelling as they came,
they swept over the two intrusive Spanish settlements, the bastard garrison-missions meant to hold the Yuma Crossing and simultaneously civilize a heathen people. In their wrath they killed,
slashed, and burned: they ripped altar linens into loincloths and
before they were done with it, they beat to death their missionaries,
four Franciscans, one of whom they decapi~ated.l
Later, a ransomed woman captive told how two of the friars
died. They had survived the initial onslaught and were leading
some women and children away from the. scene, when a dying
man's plea for confession caused them to turn back. As they rested,
the hostiles surprised them. In the woman's words, "The Fathers
were just then taking a few swallows of chocolate. The rebels said
to them, 'Come on quit drinking that, because we're going to kill
you.' Said Father Garces, 'Let us have a few more sips.' But their
persecutors viciously and tyrannically snapped at him, 'No! Quit it.'
The Father obeyed, leaving the chocolate, and followed them to his
martyrdom. "2
The death of Father Garces was tragic, but it was not unexpected. For thirteen years, since his arrival at "heathen and isolated"
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San Xavier del Bac near Tucson, he had displayed an almost total
disregard for his personal safety. All the friars who accepted Pima
missions in the wake of the Jesuits' expulsion had orders to acquaint
themselves with the environment, with the rivers, mountains, and
plains, and most especially with the scattered native peoples.3 Yet
none had complied so wholeheartedly, so recklessly, as Garces.
With no more baggage than a little jerky and pinole, he had
ranged from the Sonoran Desert to the Santa Barbara Channel,
from the bottom of Havasupai Canyon to the mesa top at Oraibi. 4
It was he, the Franciscans say, who convinced Captain Juan Bautista de Anza to chance a trail overland from Sonora to California.
In Mexico City and Madrid, at councils of state, viceroys and ministers of the king consulted his diaries and his suggestions for expanding and securing the northern frontier. The king himself had
commended Father Garces. But the friar hardly nodded; he really
never cared for renown. He was happiest on the trail, anticipating
the next crowd of curious heathens, who on most occasions made
welcome this eminently down-to-earth, trusting stranger.
FORTY-THREE YEARS before the massacre on the Rio Colorado,
Antonia Maestro, wife to Juan Garces, a farmer, was very pregnant.
The baby, God willing, would arrive about Easter time that year of
1738, in the second reign of King Philip V. Juan and Antonia,
like almost everyone else of their age in the village, were cousins,
and had therefore to request a dispensation to wed. They had been
married now nearly ten years. Their first son and heir, Juan Francisco Dionisio, was a lad of eight and a half. Josepha Casimira was
two. Little Fnmcisca Antonia, who died in infancy, would have
been five. 5
For generations the Garces and Maestro families had lived in
Morata del Conde in the Kingdom of Aragon. A good day's ride
south from Zaragoza on the main post road to Madrid brought one
to the base of a mouI1tain pass. If here he took the dirt track leading west off through the foothills he soon looked down upon the
narrow, cultivated valley of the Rio Jalan and the uneven rooftops of
Morata. The typical house was a two-story structure of rock or
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adobe with weathered red-brown tile roof. The animals were
sheltered below, a family above. Some two hundred such homes,
closely built, pressed in on the plaza and the palace of the Count
of Morata. Because most of the villagers worked as tenants on the
Count's estate, they owed him periodically a portion of their produce, which included hemp and flax, grain, fruits and vegetables,
and sheep. They tended his olive trees and his vines, and pressed
from the fruit oil and a hearty red claret.
Holy Week came and went and the midwife still waited on
Antonia Maestro. Ten days later, on Wednesday, April 12-the
birthdate of her now deceased daughter-she was· delivered of her
fourth child, a son. Next day, in the parish church of Santa Ana
adjoining the Count's palace, the infant was baptized. Rector
Pedro Geronimo Villalba officiated. An uncle, Francisco Garces,
the personal chaplain of the Count and Countess, stood as godfather, as he had for the other children of Juan and Antonia. They
called the boy Francisco Thomas for two of his uncles, and Hermenegildo in'honor of the Saint whose day it was. 6
Seventeen months later the Bishop of Tarazona and his retinue
arrived in Morata on an official visitation. Among the studiously
scrubbed children brought to the church that day for confirmation
was Francisco Thomas Hermenegildo Garces Maestro. On that
occasion another uncle, Domingo Garces, vicar of neighboring
Chodes, acted as sponsor. So many men of the Garces clan were
clergymen in fact, that the priesthood had become a family tradition. 7 It was, therefore, not unusual that Domingo Garces somewhat later arranged to bring up his nephew Francisco in the rectory at Chodes, no more than twenty minutes' walk from Morata. 8
While the boy was still very young his mother gave birth to four
more children, two who died and two who lived. 9 As Francisco
grew he was able to help his uncle more and more in the daily
business of administering a parish. In effect he was serving an apprenticeship, presumably with time out to join the other boys in
fishing for harhas beneath the ancient one-span stone bridge or
assaulting the castle ruin high on a rocky summit behind the
village.
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By the time he was fifteen, the religiously inclined second son
of Juan and Antonia had resolved to become a friar. He asked that
proof of his baptism and confirmation, his untainted Christian
lineage, and his good character be remitted through the Bishop of
Tarazona to the Franciscans, who, upon consideration of the evidence, deemed Francisco Garces a likely candidate.
They told him to report to a convento only ten miles from home.
Long before he reached it he could see its stone silhouette half way
up a mountain side. San Cristobal de Alpartir, harmonious and
gothic, rested partly on the shoulder of the mountain, partly on a
terrace of fill held back by massive, buttressed retaining walls.
Church and cloister, life-sustaining spring deep in a cave, garden
and orchards, all were then enclosed by a lesser wall which descended part waydown the mountain. On a clear day the view was
endless; you could see the Pyrenees. When a storm closed over the
mountain the convento seemed to loose touch with the earth, to
drift with the howling wind.
The friars lived there on their own terms, above the bustle of
the world, where only the distant, hollow clang of a goat bell or
the shout of a peasant in the valley far below disturbed their
routine. They observed the stricter rule of the Franciscan reformers
known as Recollects, but they were not hermits. They came down
from their mountain often, and when the unprosperous village of
Alpartir in the valley was without parish priest, the friars filled in. 10
They instructed him summarily, heard his confession, and then
in a moving service they invested Francisco Garces with the habit of
their venerable Order. Another friar who later served in the Sonoran desert at mission San Xavier del Bac recalled the solemn investiture as "a ceremony which would have caused a rock to melt.
By the embrace of all the fathers, I became a brother of them all.
Just think what that means, to be a brother of so many."ll
During his years of preparation and study, the young friar demonstrated more tenacity than brilliance. Later a superior would
apologize to the viceroy of New Spain for the crude, unpolished
manner in which Garces expressed himself. 12 Yet he survived

Morata del Conde (JaI6n), Zaragoza, Spain
Birthplace of Fray Francisco Garces

Fray Francisco Garces and Fray Juan Barreneche
Martyrs of the Yuma Massacre, July 1781
Late 18th-century oil painting, artist unknown
Courtesy Museo Municipal, Queretaro, Mexico
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classical studies and philosophy. For sacred theology they sent him
off to the big convento in Calatayud, over the mountains toward
Madrid.
There young scholastics studied long and ~ard, with customary
time off for a hike in the country. To the unsophisticated Garces,
who all his life preferred physical to mental exertion, these breaks
were a blessing. Once beyond the city's walls, he would wander
off from his classmates. He liked to talk to people who worked the
land like his parents. With them he could relax; he did not have to
compete. He knew which end of a plow turned the furrow, and
they responded to him.
One old peasant truly idolized the youthful Franciscan. When
suddenly the old man sickened, he sent a friend into town to the
convento with a message urging that Father Garces come quickly
to confess him. "Father Garces?" repeated a puzzled friar, "we
have no Father Garces here." Soon the messenger was back, insisting. When finally he described the man he'sought, the superior
realized that he must be referring to Brother Francisco, the theology
student, who of course could confess no one.
What was the superior to do? The sick man would have no one
but young Garces. There seemed no alternative but to summon the
student and send him along with a qualified confessor. When
Brother Francisco assured his ailing friend that he would remain
with him after he confessed, the old laborer relented. Some while
later he died in Garces' arms. He had left his worldly goods to the
Franciscans, with instructions that a beautiful picture of the Immaculate Conception be painted and hung in the convento as a
, token of his affE;ction for his young friend, "Father" Garces. IS
IN his early twenties now, Francisco Garces walked again along the
highway north over the mountains, more convinced than ever that
the scholar's life was not for him. He surely visited home. He was
on his way to a Franciscan house hardly two hours beyond, on the
outskirts of the bawdy little town of La Almunia de Dona Godina. 14
In the refectory of the convento there was talk of foreign missions.
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Two friars from a missionary college in Mexico w~re at this very
time traveling about Spain recruiting, visiting conventos, and writing letters. 15 They told of the brotherhood and the daily regimen
in the college and of the critical shortage of missionaries to carry
the light of the gospel among ignorant heathens in such strange
provinces as Texas. Their words excited young Garces.
His printed patente, or license to join the mission of friars bound
for the College of Queretaro, reached him just about Christmas
time, 1762. In a month he was on his way, twenty-four years old,
eager, and apparently just ordained. 16 He and another friar, who
had set out from a mountain-top Recollect house north of Zaragoza, strode south together. Neither man ever returned.
Garces' traveling companion overshadowed him in every respect.
Tall and thin, Juan Crisostomo Gil de Bernabe was a dozen years
older, learned, and extremely pious. A full black beard and curly
hair framed his round face; his small eyes shone with zeal. As his
junior, Fray Francisco was obliged to join Gil in spiritual exercises all across Spain-Calatayud, Madrid, Cordoba, Sevilla, on the
way to the port city of Cadiz. 17 Later, in the missions, Garces
would discover that Gil was as tough as he was pious.
On the road they were expected to make eight leagues a daysomething over twenty miles-for which the royal treasury reimbursed their Order, seven copper reales for each friar. To keep
missionaries going out to the Indies, the Crown paid for their recruitment, outfitting, and transportation. Gil and Garces were only
two of the twenty-four priests and two lay brothers authorized late
in 176 I for the Queretaro college, which since 1749 had received
no increment from Spain. In Madrid they met the leader of the
mission, slender, persistent Fray Joseph Antonio Bernad, Doctor·
of Sacred Theology and former professor in the University of Zaragoza. He was just leaving for the south to enlist another half dozen
friars and to congregate his recruits. His assistant, Fray Miguel
Ramon Pinilla, ruddy veteran of the Texas missions, remained in
Madrid to present the final list to the Council of the Indies. Is
By twos and threes they arrived in Cadiz. Their average age was
just under twenty-eight. They came from all parts of Spain. 19
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While they got to know one another, Father Bernad busied himself
with last-minute details: confirmation from the postal administrator of the official distance each friar had traveled to get to C~diz, 20
an insurance policy to cover their baggage against the hazards of
the sea,21 a clearance from the local agent of the Inquisition for the
books they were taking with them. 22
Enough business was transacted in this animated, noisy, littered
"Gateway to the Indies" to keep twenty-eight registered notaries
and their staffs working long hours. Here the bishop designate of
Yuca'tan, a Dominican, swore that his servants were baptized
Christians;23 there Don Hugo O'Conor, later Commandant Inspector on the northern frontier, signed a power of attorney in
favor of Colonel Domingo O'Reilly.24 They sat in crowded anterooms-Franciscans of rank returning to the Americas after their
Order's general chapter in Italy; full-bearded Capuchins bound for
New Spain to solicit alms for their missions in Tibet; and artisan
Gonzalo Pomar contracting to carve a massive new retablo for the
convento where Father Garces and the others waited to sail,25
As they rode at anchor in the harbor of Cadiz His Majesty's twin
frigates Jupiter and Mercurio looked discouragingly small. From
stem to stern they measured no more than one hundred and ten
feet, about the length of two Greyhound buses parked bumper to
bumper. In rank cabins below decks, where upper and lower
wooden planks served as berths, there ~as not room to stand Up.26
Yet port officials had ordered that the friars destined for Queretaro
be taken aboard "with all the comfort and decency to which they
are entitled." They would be apportioned between the two ships:
Father Bernad and one contingent aboard the Jupiter, Father
Pinilla and the other on the Mercurio. 27
The ships' crews could be seen hoisting specially constructed
watertight crates, each bearing the royal coat of arms, up over the
side and into the hold. These contained quicksilver for the mines
of New Spain. On private account both ships carried bars of iron,
crated steel, and barrels of brandy. The friars' gear-ten trunks,
eleven boxes, and various small containers of paper, chocolate, and
liquor-was divided and, stowed on July 23. Next day deck hands
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took aboard most of the food; on the twenty-sixth, and twentyseventh, four hundred chickens each ship, sausages, dried codfish,
lamb, and veal; and last the mail, royal and private. 28
As they moved with the tide out of Cadiz harbor on August I,
1763, the twin frigates looked like walnut shell toys alongside their
escort, the seventy-four-gun man-of-war Guerrero. The big ship
would shepherd them for a week through pirate-infested waters off
North Africa, but only as far as the Canary Islands. 29 West of the
Canaries lay the open sea, where wind screamed through the rigging, the swells grew mountainous, and the two little frigates lost
visual contact.
Shown on the passenger list as "of average build, sparse beard,
not overly swarthy, with black eyes and black hair,"30 Father
Garces was aboard the Jupiter, with Father Bernad and eleven
others. 31 Most of them lay cramped in their berths, limp and dizzy,
raising up only to vomit again. Water and filth sloshed back and
forth beneath them. Everything stank. For fear of fire, the ships
ovens had been doused-all food was cold. Two friars originally
enlisted in the Queretaro mission, who sailed instead for Buenos
Aires, tried to explain to their brethren back home what it was like
during a storm:
The ship, as if it were momentarily on the highest part of Mount
Lapido, would plunge suddenly. to the deepest part of the river, and
then as quickly rise to the same height. Each wave, or mountain of
water, that broke against the side of the ship made every joint creak,
so that with each blow we expected the end. Other waves, reaching
as high as the main yards, washed over the ship soaking it from stem
to stern. As a result such a quantity of water flooded the decks and
hold that we had to operate the pumps without letup. Bunks swam.
When one huge blow broke over us only a miracle saved the captain,
three of our friars, and two Jesuits from being swept into the sea. All
around there were gasps, sighs, and acts of contrition. 32

The Jupiter pitched crazily. Her pumps fought a losing battle;
she seemed on the point of foundering. To lighten her, the captain,
a scrappy Basque career officer, yelled for the sailors to jettison
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eight cannon. Later, the Viceroy of New Spain would complain
that Captain Calvo failed to report to him the loss of His Majesty's
ordnance and therefore deserved censure. Calvo retorted almost
insolently that he would file his report not with the Viceroy but
with· the navy. The case reached Spain, where the Secretary of
State suggested to the Minister of the Navy that the captain be
reprimanded for his tono de independencia. 33 Yet he had saved his
ship. In mid-September, battered and sodden, the Jupiter raised
Puerto RicO. 34
Twenty-seven days she lay in a cove on the island's northwest
coast for fear of sailing during the equinox, which, as any sailor
knew, was folly. On November 8, one hundred days out of Cadiz,
the Jupiter cast anchor in Veracruz harbor. The following day the
friars disembarked praising God. Two of them, seriously ill, were
sent inland immediately, while the rest cleared customs. 35 The
royal mail sped ahead to Mexico City by fast rider. With a scowl
the viceroy read the fInal text of the peace treaty with' Great Britain; and he noted a royal order calling for the Jupiter and the
Mercurio, once unloaded and reoutfitted, to sail without delay for
Havana. 36 But where was the Mercurio?
About the time Garces and his dozen companions reached
Queretaro, a coastal trader put in at Veracruz with news of a ship~
wreck. The Mercurio, after repairs in Cuba, had sailed on, gambling against the jinx of the equinox. What was left of her still
clung to a reef off the windward coast of Yucatan. Hastily officials
at Veracruz got together a salvage team: every effort must be made
to save His Majesty's quicksilver. 37 Later it was learned, incidentally, that the friars aboard had survived. One of them, Father Gil,
was a hero. 38
At the college Francisco Garces was well enough liked though,
as o~e of the older friars put it, "this Father is very simple and
artless."39 He neither smoked nor used snuff, and in the convento
he never said much. Because he was not yet old enough to confess
women, Fray Francisco took to confessing children, which some of
his brethren thought foolish, though fitting enough for him. Soon
word of this plain, warmhearted new friar spread through the
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plazas and streets of the city. Children Bocked to the cloister. People who did not know his name, called him simply the Children's
Padre. 40

the summons came for Franciscans to replace the banished
Jesuits in Sonora, Garces was among the first to volunteer. He had
come to America to serve among heathens. "I am glad," he wrote
from the most distant mission, "that I have no Spaniards in my
care. . . . There are plenty of Indians. I like them and they like
me."41 He saw them as human beings, underprivileged and earthy
perhaps, but deserving-like the peasants of Spain and the children
of Queretaro-and he approached them as such. They laughed as
he struggled to learn their language, and he laughed too.
"I am very content in this wilderness," he reported to the Governor of Sonora, "even anticipating the sicknesses and other trials
that may ruin me."42 He was a born missionary. No one paid him
greater tribute, unintentionally, than squat, balding Fray Pedro
Font, his companion on the Jupiter and later on the trail, and as
urbane as Garces was rustic:
WHEN

Father Garces is so well suited to get along with the Indians and go
among them that he appears to be but an Indian himself. Like the
Indians he is impassive in everything. He sits with them in the circle,
or at night around the fire, with his legs crossed. There he will sit
musing two or three hours or more, oblivious to all else, talking with
much serenity and deliberation. And though the foods of the Indians are as nasty and dirty as those outlandish people themselves,
the father eats them with great gusto, and says that they are good for
the stomach, and delicious. In short, God has created him, as I see it,
solely for the purpose of seeking out these unhappy, ignorant, and
rustic people. 43

That these same heathens would someday destroy him would
not have dissuaded the friar from Aragon. He foresaw trouble with
the Yuma, but he accepted the challenge. So long as they spared
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his life he would strive in manly imitation of Christ to redeem their
souls. If they rose up and killed him, heaven would be his reward.
How could he lose? As the chronicler said, "God chose him, and
that is the sum of it."44

DIe
FR. JOSEPH ANTONIO HERNAD
de la RegularObfervancia de N. S.P.S.Francifco 1I Predicador Apofiolico 1I Dodor en
Sagrada Theologia. Ex-Guardian del Colegio de Propaganda Fide de la S. Cruz de la
Ciudad de Santiago de ~eretaro en las In..
dias Occidentales. y aaual ComUfario de la
Mifsion del mifmo. &c•. Alcf.t;:~~;'.~~~c.t~.A!~~alud. ypaz en N. S. Jefu..
ehrifto.
,I

OR quanro e1 R.cy nuctlro Sdior(queDiosguardc) mO"ido deru
acoftumbrada piedad , Yeatholico zelo de Ia Converfion de las AIIIl:IS , fe ha dignado conc~ a didlO Colcgio Apoftolico una MiCfion de veinte y quatro RcligiofOl SaCetdotCSl para coya admifsion,
v conduccion me ticne ilieho CoI~io con#mdos fus Podcrcs, y N. RnIO. P.
Fr. Mathias de Vela{co, Lcltor .JIIb1lado , Thcologo de fu Magellad en la
R~.Junta de la llDmaco1ada ~, Padre de las SaAtas Piovincias de
Ciftilla , Yde 1011 Angeles , y Ccmilfario General de todas las de las lndiaJ,
fu bendidon, y liccncia • para e~r , juntar , y conducir diehos Religiofos
al rcirillO CoICIdo, afin ac que te empl«n en la Converfion de los lMelcs
illlldlra Santa rc Catholica, y redueClon de los pccadorcs a vcrdadera pc_
nirencia, bam la difPD6cion, '1 obedicDcia de los Prc1ados de dieho Colcgio:
Par t~lO, ba~e ~ VJ4,.. ~te efta noticia, y pcdidomc, que
1c reaba en dieba MilScn, clefeo(o clc Cacrific:arfe en tan fanro cmplco, y
conttandomc ,como me confta, de 1a virtud, litc:ratura, Y clcmas prcodaS
nccdfarias , que pua cllo fe r~, y ccacurrcn en V.fA.· dade I~,
porch, Ie idmiro. Y pan que V./J.." cOafJ8& eI fin de fus fanros def-.
ha,iendo rccibido efta Patente , finnada de IDl mana, la ptefentara al R.. P.
Guardian de ctlC Convento, y telIIDada fa fanra bendicion. con tcffimonio,
que haga fi del dia en que particre,(avUando antes al Mol\. P. Provincial de
etTa Sarita Provincia, fiR eCl'CtU fa mpadb) pafi"arl V. f-l.al Poeno de Cadiz , dondc eftara a1a obcdiendadcl M. R. P.'Vice-Comitrario de Indias; 10
qual ningun inferior a N. R.mo. podra i.mPedir aV./J.- ,(0 pcna de Excomunion IDIYor Ipji jdl, i ~ , Y daiW que prcfcribcn las Bulas de
NN. SS. PP. Adriano VI. lnnocencio n y ultimamCDte de N. ss. P. Oc1ncntc XIlL (que Dios ptofpUe) en fu Bu1a, que .cmpicza: P~".,ul Ifjkii,
dada en RoIIIa en 30. de Agofto de 1760. Y para ~uc V.f;.. no earezca de
medto m fu Yiage, Ie im~o e1 de la fanta obcdicncia; y fupllco conel
mayor ~rendimicntq rloa 1UC PP. Guardiancs de los Conventoa , por donde
V.~. uag{itare , que Ie rcciban beDi~ J y. cantaavaQlCllte, \:OIDO a hijo

P

._'U"'·~¥3&L'Y'M'

I/Ih~trl'~ ..~ ~hI244h..,.~~aM..
Az.~$~.. ~~,~~~~9p,Q~16'3•.

;N.'%P'N'~M~~~j"'~J!'-

Patente, December 15, 1762. Courtesy Archivo General de Indias, Sevilla, Spain.
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NOTES
1. Fray Francisco Antonio Barbastro to Fray [Juan] Agustin [de] Morfi,
Tubutama, September 25, 1781, Biblioteca Nacional, Mexico, ~rchivo
Franciscano, New Mexico documents, leg. 10, no. 63. Later, in his unpublished history of the Franciscan missions of Sonora, Barbastro included
a less metaphorical but more detailed description of the Yum;:t Massacre.
"Compendio, de 10 mas notable, que han trabajado en Sonora los hijos del
Colegio de la Santa Cruz. .. desde el afio de 1768 hasta el de 1783,"
Babiacora, September 10, 1788, selected documents relating to Pimeria
Alta, mainly 1767-1800, from the Fr. Marcellino da Civezza Collection,
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STRANGERS IN THE VALLEY:
THE RIO GRANDE REPUBLICAN. AND SHALAM, 1884-1891
DANIEL SIMUNDSON

the area of western New York between
Albany and Buffalo was called the "burned-over" district because a
series of revivals had sapped its inhabitants of their religiOUS ardor.
By the last decades of the nineteenth century the landscape that
had once been studded with pious Utopian 'experiments, the
burned-over district, lay in ashes. The revivalist's tent had been
packed and sent off to the city. Communal yxperimentalism appeared to be waning, a victim of the new industrialism and the old
congregationalism. The once vibrant Shaker villages had been reduced to a gaunt gray line of wizened senior citizens whose only
repose was in the past. But the burned-over district had not entirely consumed man's desire for religious or social perfectionism.
Spiritualists, millenarians, and Utopian thinkers of varying hues
began searching for more salubrious environs. One of the more incredible experiments thus spawned from the East was the colony of
Shalam-a community of truly gentle people.
The "Faithists," as they preferred to be called, established their
settlement near Las Cruces, New Mexico Territory, in October of
I 884. The endeavor was largely financed by Andrew M. Howland,
a wealthy Bostonian, but its leading progenitor was the messianic
John B. Newbrough, a peripatetic dentist who had resided primarily in New York. Faithist creed was based on the "Oasphe" bible,
an eclectic doctrIne which its converts believed had been directly
revealed to Newbrough. The Faithists were pacifistic, vegetarian,
and spiritualistic, but their Utopia was not intended merely as a
model for mankind. Its primary aim, as revealed in the Oasphe
BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR
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bible, was to provide a home for foundlings and orphans who, it
was hoped, would some day regenerate an obviously unregenerate
society. Children were taken into Shalam without regard for creed
or color-it may have been the first totally integrated society in
New Mexico. Although Faithists abjured militant proselyting
among adults, anyone was welcome to enter the phalanx.
Shalam has been the subject of three studies appearing in pre-·
vious volumes of the NMHR. 1 Each of these is primarily concerned
with the nature and intent of the settlement. Although it is hoped
that this article will contribute to a better understanding of Shalam,
our first concern is with newspaper comment as found in the Las
Cruces Rio Grande Republican} the only local paper still available which was published during the life of the community. It will
be seen that editorial opinion shifted decisively between 1884 and
189 I, when John Newbrough died. Amity turned to apprehension;
apprehension turned to hostility. Then, while Shalam was bustling
with activity, the Republican. grew strangely silent. This neglect
was lethal for the coterie at the colony. Although editors were awed
by the technological acumen of the Faithists, only at the beginning
of the colony was any editor willing to deal kindly with the strangers
in the valley.
SHALAM-the headline was the largest at the printers disposalTHE NAME OF ANEW COLONY JUST STARTED NEAR DONA ANA. The
reporter (probably the editor, Mr. O. J. Hildreth) who interviewed
John Newbrough had obviously been impressed. Some "Eastern
."
a very senSl'ble" manner estabmen an d women, " h e wrote, h ad III
lished a community to take in children. There are no allusions to
the Utopian purpose for which this was to be done. Laziness
would be forbidden at Shalam, the report continued, and at the
end of each year profits from the produce of "raisins, fruits, vegetables or grain" were to be divided among the colonists who could
spend it as they wished. Necessities were to be obtained from a
common store, but the reporter seemed most moved because" . . .
it can be easily seen that in a community where expensive clothing
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is not the fashion, the ladies will not hanker after it
" Education at the settlement was to be concerned with "morals" as well
as subject matter, and "the child individually will be watched, and
his future life will be spent in doing those things for which he is
best capacitated by nature . . .." In light of the Republican.'s
later position, it is significant that at the first encounter the reporter
was favorably impressed by the founders of Shalam. "It does seem
to us that this colony, free as it is from all cranky notions, ought to
be a success . . . . It is not composed of cranks or adventurers."3
Editions published shortly after October I I were equally complimentary.4 The Faithists were basking in good press. The Republican. was the only Las Cruces newspaper in English. Its continued
support could only have been helpful to the cause of the Faithists.
John Newbrough was aware of the influence wielded by the local
newspaper, and his experience with Utopian communities elsewhere had made him opportunistic. In the first interview he had
told the truth, but not the whole truth. He knew that southern
New Mexico was not ready for either his revelation or for the
Utopian character of his settlement.
When the editor of the Republican. received more information,
he became more wary. On December I 3he reprinted an article
which had appeared in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. For the first
time, the Republican. reported that the Oasphebible was believed
to have been transcribed by means of direct revelation. According
to the account a "bright light" had enveloped Newbrough's fingers
as he worked, and the pen he used had "glided" across the page
with an uncontrollable force. It is hardly likely that this news
tended to win public approval. Human intercession between God
and man is tolerable-as long as the medium lives elsewhere. Besides, although the December 13 article revealed that Shalam was
intended as a home for orphans, it ominously concluded by pointing out that the Faithists had "given no intelligible idea of what
they want to seek or accomplish."5
As the editor of the Republican. groped toward a definite position, his coverage of Shalam became more extensive. In 1885 residents of the Las Cruces area suspected that the Faithists were
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perpetuating slavery, engaging in connubial irregularities, mistreating their ill, and forbidding their members to eat salt. These largely
unsupported allegations were representative of increasing fear.
Faithists were now called "Shalamites," a mildly derisive appellation which identified them in worldy terms as a suspect group. By
June of 1886 they had become a "set of cranks" who had "expended
money in injudicious experiments, devoting more attention to a
fantastic creed . . . than to farming."6 Such unpardonable deviation was not to go unnoticed. The earliest indication of the Republican.'s apprehension was its treatment of defectors.
Any adult member was free to leave Shalam with impunity.
When B. F. Baily left the colony early in 1885, the Republican.
had not yet become absolutely inimical. It reported that he had
"no words of condemnation, reproach or criticism" for the "honest,
industrious, well intentioned people" at the community.7 Several
months later, however, the Republican. predicted that ". . . some
disclosures will be made in a few days that will not be relished by
the leading spirits of Shalam."8 This ominous announcement was
intended as a prolegomenon to the testimonies of Dr. Garter and
E. C. Bowman, two of the more sensational defectors. Under the
headline "What I know About Shalam," Dr. Garter announced
that he would deliver a public lecture on June 6 because it had
been "asked for by several prominent Citizens."9 Following editions
do not divulge the purport of Dr. Garter's disclosure, but he evidently anticipated enough interest to warrant an admission fee of
fifty cents. Shalam had become the subject of pecuniary opportunism.
Mr. Bowman's charges were at least as serious as those of Dr.
Garter. Although this critic \vas not interested in discussing the
merits of Shalam, he was insistent on clarifying a misunderstanding. The allegation "that it is a kind of 'free love' association," he
wrote, does the people there an "injustice." Mr. Bowman's primary
contention was that a "crookedness and villainy" had been perpetrated by John Newbrough who had "stripped" the Faithists "of
all their earthly possessions."lo Slavery had been triumphantly
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annihilated in the Wilderness of Virginia. Was it about to reappear
in the valley of the Rio Grande?
Rebuttals from Shalam were rapid and explicit. H. S. Tanner,
a medical doctor whose belief in the curative powers of fasting had
earned him a national reputation, wrote a satirical letter, printed
on May 30, in which he claimed that Mr. Bowman's assertions had
brought "an uproarious burst of merriment from every form of
animate life at Shalam," including the mules. Dismissing Bowman's
charges as "slanderous," Dr. Tanner diagriosed his demented condition as having been brought on by "worms," the result of his
"morbid appetite for peanuts, figs, oranges, candy, herring, etc.
which every Las Crucian knows he is constantly nibbling. . . ."11
John Newbrough's rejoinder was only slightly less satirical. Bowman could not'have forgotten, he complained, "that we shared our
shirts and socks with him," or "that we extended him seven hundred dollars in caring for him . . . and bringing him here where
he now doesn't work as long as someone else will support him."
Apparently Bowman had charged elsewhere that he had been
denied salt at Shalam. Newbrough replied that there was no paucity of it at the colony, and that he could not regard the amount
consumed as "seriously affecting this territory." More important,
he maintained -that if he was perpetuating slavery, he had been
deceived by his own bondsmen. "They dance and sing," he explained, "and work without murmur and persist in saying they
were never so happy before in their lives."12
By June of I 885 the claims and counterclaims concerning
Shalam had aroused public curiosity. Its notoriety could have
spread. Although the Republican.'s coverage was no longer completely amiable, the communal experiment was a local cause celebre.
Stories about Shalam were selling newspapers. In July the Republican. reported that one of the residents at Shalam had died because
she "adopted the Tanner fast cure with disastrous results."13 The
follOWing week a reply from the community which indicated that
the deceased had passed away as the result of nothing more than a
case of advanced age was printed. 14 While such bickering indicates
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that Faithists· were prone to the same type of peevishness which
afRicts members of more conventional society, it did, nevertheless,
promote interest in the experiment. As Mr. Bowman continued his
seemingly ceaseless harangues/ 5 the editor of the Republican., now
Paul F. Wagner, permitted the publication of two letters written
by John Newbrough. Either of these would have been the envy of
. any contemporary advertising executive.
The first letter concerned the purpose of Shalam. It was written
both to mollify public opinion and, equally important, to promote
the colony. In his introduction, Newbrough revealed his quiet, soft
sell approach when he wrote:
. . . Shalam is engaging in a good deal of publicity. We deem it but
just to ourselves, and to the great cause we have espoused, to explain
in some measure who we are, as well as the objects and aims of our
association. First though, permit us to thank you for kindly offering
us an opportunity to do so through the columns of your valuable
paper.16

After endorsing statehood for New Mexico, Newbrough contended
that frontier migration would be stimulated if there were more
pacific communities like Shalam. "The religion of the Faithists is
purity and good works," he continued. ''They are vegetarians, teetotallers, non-resistants, and convenanted against war after the
manner of the Quakers." After a lurid depiction of the treatment
of foundlings in metropolitan areas of the East, Newbrough anticipated twentieth century liberalism when he wrote, "Now, we
Faithists hold that society was and is the criminal, even more than
these unfortunate waifs." "We are not the millenium," the letter
continued, "just plain, good working people. . . . After parties
have been with us for a while, and we find them to be worthy, we
admit them; if unworthy, we reject them. If such as we reject
should abuse us, or falsely accuse us, that is not our matter. We are
to press onward in peace." The letter ended with an optimistic
description of the new desert Zion:
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Our sun is rising beautifully. Our land is paid for, and we owe nobody a dollar that we cannot pay at sight. We are at peace with one
another and are happy. We h~ve full faith that we may [illegible]
people who will live in purity, practice good works, [and] are under
the protecting care of the All Mighty and His heavenly Hosts. The
good that shall corne out of our work shall be the still small voice that
will ere long be heard afar. 17

Dr. Newbrough's next letter, which explained the governmental
organization of Shalam, was in effect an advertisement. He called
the direct democracy instituted at Shalam a "Fraternal" form of
government. The Inner Council, comprising all adults including
women, considered each matter of importance-from the purchase
of new equipment to the admission of new members. When all
members of the association agreed, the decision was put into effect
by the chief (Newbrough). What would happen when Shalam became too large for such a governmental framework? "Provision is
made for this by having groups, as, a group of clothiers, a group of
dieticians . . . there is a chief to each group, and they dispense
rules and provisions by the same manner as the chief. . . ."18
Three years before the publication of Looking Backward, an obscure New Mexico visionary had proposed a system of labor organization strikingly similar to the "Industrial Army" in Edward
Bellamy's popular novel. Looking Backward provided the outline
for the Nationalist movement, one of the more progressive third
party efforts of the nineteenth century. Intellectuals like John
Dewey and Thorstein Veblen were to be influenced by Bellamy,
while John B. Newbrough remained unknown.
After the summer of 1885 the Republican. failed to give such
extensive coverage to Shalam. If Newbrough submitted other let~
ters, they were not published. At this time the colony comprised
over twenty-five members, and plans were being made for extensive
construction. If Shalam was to attract new converts, it would have
to do so through its own efforts. While the Republican. was still
eager to support any enterprise which might contribute to the development of the Las Cruces area, Shalam was to be rejected.
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On only one other occasion was the Republican. willing to extend to Shalam the coverage it had received in previous issues. In
January 1886, it reported that an edifice measuring one hundred
feet by two hundred and seventy feet was under construction. Newbrough was quoted as having said that at least one hundred thousand dollars would be spent on building during the coming summer and that the foundation for an orphanage capable of holding
two thousand children would soon be poured. 19 Even the most
recalcitrant of editors could not avoid mentioning such newsworthy
developments. Earlier editions had dazzled their readers by allusions to a steam plow costing thousands,of dollars, the importation
of forty thousand grape vines from California, and a pump capable
of discharging eight thousand gallons of water per minute,20 but
comments on the progressive farming techniques employed at
Shalam became scanty after June 1886. Meanwhile, the Faithists
had spent twenty-five thousand dollars on an artesian well, and
their herd of purebred Guernseys was providing EI Paso with dairy
products?1
Although editors of the Republican. tended to ignore Shalam
after 1886, they were aware that the colony had provoked considerable interest. Atlanta, Georgia, had broken out with an infestation of Faithist advertising literature which would "mislead
imaginative people" or appeal "to the dissatisfied and foolish."22
Referring to a column which had appeared in the New York Sun,
the Republican. regretfully stated, "it is of such an inviting character that it will bring plenty of neophytes."23 In 1889 when John
Newbrough visited the west coast to recruit children, the Las
Cruces newspaper reprinted an article which had been published
in the San Francisco Examiner. 24 As late as 1897 Andrew Howland
visited the midwest, and the Republican. copied a provocative interview which had appeared in the Kansas City Star. 25 New Mexico newspapers had also shown interest in Shalam. For example, a
sympathetic discussion appeared in the Santa Fe New Mexican. 26
Shalam made interesting copy. Because of their proximity to the
colony, editors of the Republican. could have reported on this
phenomenon with ease. For several reasons, they chose not to do
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so. First, the Faithists contributed little to the local economy.
Shalam was largely self-sufficient; smaller items were purchased
at the settlement's cooperative warehouse, and the more expensive
items were brought in from the East. One did not buy an eightthousand-dollar irrigation pump at any Las Cruces general store.
More important than economics was the intent of the colony. Farmers who raised staples were more than welcome to the valley, but
strangers who raised children were quite another matter. Editors
of the Republican., and probably the local citizenry as well, could
not understand Shalam's Utopian purpose. If they did, they refused to believe it. Shalam's "True Inwardness" remained suspect. 27 The Republican. was too apprehensive to tolerate a wilderness Zion. It was frightened because the Faithists seemed too
committed, too well-heeled, a'nd, even more dangerous, too SUCCe6Sful. Any editorial coverage might have tended to make that success
more certain. Even bad publicity would have attracted attention to
Shalam. Editors of the Republican. were not content merely to
rejectthe communal experiment editorially, they committed themselves to ignoring it. Between 1886 and 189 I, when Shalam was
very active, 'the Republican. was silent. When John Newbrough
died in 189 I, the notice was curt: "Dr. Newbrough, one of the
founders and earnest workers of the Shalam colony, died on the
farm of that institution near Dona Ana on Wednesday last."28
SHALAM did not fail because it received inadequate attention from
the local newspaper. More extensive coverage would not necessarily have assured its success. There were other important reasons for
the demise. of the colony, most of which stemmed from the movement itself. First, Shalam was not a lucrative enterprise. Faithist
agricultural efforts were innovative, but experimentation was expensive. Second, the colony was too isolated to be easily repeopled.
Third, its labor force was inadequate. Ne~brough's band was
largely comprised of romanticists and amateur metaphysicians who
had little aptitude for physical labor. Finally, although the Oasphe
bible had indicated that converts would be inevitable, they never
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appeared. Neither Newbrough nor Howland was adroit at evangelism, and Shalam never attracted a Pauline personality-i.e., one
which could bring about mass conversions.
The press represented one possibility for attracting attention,
and during t~e important years of Shalam's beginnings, the Republican. was the press. The El Paso Times did not even notice the
Faithists' arrival. Two Spanish newspapers, El Tiempo and Verdad,
both of which were published in Las Cruces, were not interested
in printing local news which dealt with Anglo affairs. Unfortunately, existing copies of the weekly Mesilla Valley Democrat,
published from 1886 to 1890, are too scattered for analysis. Those
available indicate that like the Republican., the Democrat did not
publish much concerning Shalam.
Originally, it had appeared that the Republican. would act as
an intermediary between the Faithists and the local populace.
When its position swung to apprehensi~n and rejection, this possibility vanished. Few newspapers are sufficiently influential to
change public opinion, but the Republican. could, for example,
have been more forceful in condemning the local persecution of
the Faithists. On two occasions it merely reported that trouble had
taken place. The first incident, which the Republican. called "another misfortune," involved arson, the second, a mugging. 29 Its
refusal to publish any news concerning the settlement made the
Faithists appear more austere and fearsome than they were. While
xenophobia is most often caused by information which instills fear,
it may also be caused by lack of information.
Although Shalam continued to exist until 1905, its fate had been
sealed at a much earlier date. By its silence, the Republican. contributed to its demise. During an era of nationally popular panaceas
ranging from free silver to the single tax, the remedial plan for
social redemption offered by the Faithists went largely unknown.
Only a handful of the hordes who attended Bellamy club meetings
knew that a society in New Mexico had already anticipated their
ideal form of labor organization. The social ferment of the Gilded
Age had created a disconsolate residue of rejected people yearning
for a better way. John Newbrough was aware of this phenomenon.
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About 1885 he published an advertising tract called the Kosman
Almanac, but it was distributed too haphazardly to be of help to
his colony. There may have been other brochures printed.
The plethora of articles about Shalam in the national and territorial press indicates that for many editors it was of interest, if only
as a curiosity. The Republican. could have acted as a catalyst for
this interest. Nineteenth-century editors frequently reprinted articles originally published elsewhere. The Republican. was not
without influence. It represented one of the larger communities in
the territory and was widely quoted. Las Cruces was a railroad center from which trains for Albuquerque, EI Paso and points beyond
departed each day. Even hostility on the part of the Republican.
would have aroused curiosity. The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints prospered while American newspaper opinion
was overwhelmingly condemnatory~ For the strangers in the valley,
a bad press would have been more helpful than no press at all.
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PROTESTANT MISSIONARY ACTIVITY
AMONG THE NAVAJO, 1890-1912
MICHAEL

1.

EVEN

J.

WARNER

GRANT'S PEACE POLICY
AND EARLY MISSIONARY ACTIVITY

the Protestant churches have always had an historical concern for the welfare of American Indians which dates
back to the work of John Eliot and Thomas Mayhew in the seventeenth century, by the 1860'S it appeared to many government and
religious leaders that missionary organizations had retired from
evangelizing among the Indians. A federally appointed Peace Commission chided the churches in 1868 "for sending so much money
and so many men overseas to Asia and Africa while they neglected
the Indians."! In a surprising response to this criticism, the Presbyterian Monthly Record concurred with the Commission's conclusions, but the Record vigorously denied that its missions were "ill
founded." The report, nonetheless, had the desired effect of stinging
the "consciences of denominational officers."2 A strong movement
for Indian reform began, particularly by the Society of Friends and
the Protestant Episcopal Church. President Grant expressed genuine concern about the Indian problem, and, for the purpose of
Indian reform, he appointed General Ely S. Parker, a Seneca
sachem, as Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Furthermore, Grant
encouraged church representation on the Board of Indian Commissioners; but apparently none of the members were ever officially
nominated by the, churches and they soon drifted away from the
Board altogether. Lastly, Grant formuElted his so-called Quaker or
Peace Policy. Essentially, as Robert M. Utley has pointed out, the
Quaker PoliCY specifically referred to the practice of nominating
THOUGH
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appointees of religious bodies to the Commission, and the Peace
Policy referred to those general policies which eventually pacified
the Indians. 3 The Peace Policy, or scheme, as R. Pierce Beaver has
noted, was to be "the injection of a spiritual dynamic into the
process of civilizing the Indians, to be provided by the Christian
religion." To that end, the missionary societies were to nominate
and supervise Indian agents, and to expand and continue their
missionary work on the reservations. 4
The effect of the Peace Policy on the churches was electric, and
the growth in their missionary activities was dramatic. As an example, in 1870 the Methodist Episcopal Church had 9 missions,
5 churches, 8 missionaries, 27 native local preachers, 532 members,
177 probationers, and total expenditures of $3,54°. Seven years
later, the church had 22 missions, 17 churches, 20 missionaries,
41 local Indian preachers, 2,394 members, 532 probationers, but,
strangely, only $2,95° in expenditures. The Presbyterians, meanwhile, in 1870 had missions among the Omaha, Creek, Ottawa,
Chippewa, Seminole, and had recently established missions among
the Winnebago and the Navajo at Jewett, New Mexico. By 1882,
the year the Peace Policy was terminated, they had added missions
to the Seneca, Ojibway, Dakota, Nez Perce, Zuni, Ute, Jicarilla
Apache, Iowa, Sac, and three more designated to be established as
soon as the personnel could be found. Their expenditures for 1882
totaled $23,786. The growth of the Episcopalian missionary effort
was equally astounding. Between 1871 and 1882, that church
sent out eighty new missionaries, and in that same period twenty
Indians were made deacons and two of them eventually became
ordained priests. 5
The Peace Policy was terminated in 1882 by Secretary of Interior Henry M. Teller, who informed Dr. John M. Reid of the
Methodist Missionary Society: "I know no reason why government officials should be selected for one class of government employment by religious bodies and not for al1."6 Thus, according to
Beaver, active participation by mission boards in Indian affairs
ceased, and two and a half centuries of church-state cooperation
came to an end. Although the federal government continued to
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support church educational efforts on the reservations through the
contract-school system, after the dissolution of the partnership
Beaver claims that "there was a very evident slump in interest in
the Indians." Some of the larger boards continued and even expanded their work, but it is Beaver's opinion that "neither the
Indians nor the Indian missions were in the foreground of the
churches' interest."7 The revocation of the traditional close collaboration of church and state in Indian affairs was undoubtedly
grounded in Protestant fear of imagined Roman Catholic aims
"rather than fundamental theory." Although church interest in the
Indians was partially revived in the 1930'S, not until the 1950'S did
"the churches and their mission boards once more show a range of
concern about Indian affairs comparable to that of the 20 years
following the end of the Civil War." Even then, very few people
became intimately concerned about the cause of Indian missions
and Indian rights. s
In spite of th~ official dissolution of church-state cooperation,
the contract-school system was continued until 1901 when Congress failed to provide appropriations for the continuance of the
system, By that time most of the churches had already broken 'this
one remaining connection with the government, deciding that
"contract-schools were not good."9 The sole exception appeared to
be the Roman Catholic church.
Even with the retreat of the Protestant churches from close cooperation with the federal government, the government continued
to allot reservation lands to those missionary societies which expressed a desire to begin or expand their efforts with the Indians.
The Department of Interior could not grant title to the land on
the reservation, but the fifth section of the general allotment act of
1 887 did provide that if any religious organization had occupied
land prior to the act the Secretary of Interior could confirm that
occupancy, provided that it did not exceed 1 60 acres in anyone
tract. Commissioner of Indian Affairs Thomas J. Morgan, recommended that lands occupied by missionary societies since the date
of the act should be, by law, placed in the same status as those
occupied prior to the act. Morgan believed that "the work carried'
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on by the various religious denominations has been a very potent,
if not indispensable auxiliary in the efforts of this Bureau for the
elevation of the Indians." For that reason, he suggested that "those
working for the Christianization and education of the Indians
should be made to feel secure in the occupancy of the lands set apart
to them."lo
Despite Commissioner Morgan's recommendation, the problem
of legality of land titles remained a sore point among the missionaries. Several years after Morgan's report, Rev. F. A. Riggin, Superintendent of the Navajo Iridian Missions of the Methodist
Church, said: "I am afraid that the Church will consider the uncertainty of title a very serious obstruction to permanent work
among the Navajo, and unless it can be assured of more favorable
opportunities will fail to prosecute the vigorous work it contemplated."ll Even with the uncertainties, the churches continued to
petition for allotments and the government continued to grant
them.
Notwithstanding the repudiation of the Peace Policy and the
cancellation of the contract-school system, it is altogether untrue
that the mission societies lost complete interest in the Indians. Certainly they were discouraged and certainly they had short periods
of retrenchment, but beginning in 189 I they moved out into the
Indian fields again, with or without the help of the government,
haphazardly at first and vigorously after 190 I. The course of establishment and expansion of missionary activity to the Navajo from
1890 to the end of 1912 convincingly substantiates the point that
Protestant concern for the welfare of the Indians had not languished.
The Baptists inaugurated Protestant missionary work among the
Indians in New Mexico with the efforts of Rev. and Mrs. Samuel
Gorman at Laguna Pueblo. In 1852, the same year that the Gormans initiated evangelism among the Laguna, Mrs. Harriet Bidwell Shaw, wife of Rev. John M. Shaw, chaplain at Fort Defiance,
proposed: "We think now is the time to introduce the Gospel
among the Navajo." Mrs. Shaw attempted the exceedingly difficult task of learning Navajo, but, even though the moment seemed
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propitious, her work was discontinued in 1855 fora variety of reasons, primarily financia1. 12
The next figure on the religious scene in New Mexico was the almost legendary, indefatigable Methodist missionary, Rev. Thomas
Harwood. Upon arriving in 1869 and inquiring of Rev. J. L. Dyer
where his field would be, he was told:
Get your pony shod, then start out northward via Fort Union, Ocate,
Elizabethtown, Cimarron, Vermejo and Red River until you meet a
Methodist preacher coming this way, then come back on some other
road and rest up a little; thence go south via Las Vegas, etc. until you
meet another Methodist preacher coming this way;· thence home
again and rest a little; thence westwa~d and eastward until you meet
other Methodist preachers coming this way. All this will be your
work. 13

Dyer's description of Harwood's field, although not including the
area then occupied by the'Navajo, pointedly illustrates one of the
problems early missionaries to Arizona and New Mexico encountered. Dyer himself, who at that time was Presiding Elder of the
Santa Fe District of the Colorado Conference, visited Fort Defiance in March 1870' He held three services for soldiers and interested Indians, and then returned to Santa Fe. Though nothing
resulted from Dyer's visit, the Arizona Mission of the Methodist
Church resolved that evangelical work among the Indians was
urgent and of the utmost importance. 14
Dyer's visit was a response to information that the Presbyterians
had been interested in the Navajo and had actually begun work
there. Charity Ann Gaston who had been laboring among the Indians in Indian Territory, arrived in Santa Fe in the late 1860'S
and shortly thereafter moved to Fort Defiance to teach among the
Navajo. Miss Gaston's schoolwork was primarily secular in nature,
since she taught at the government school. Shortly afterwards, she
married Dr. John Menaul, another legendary figure in New Mexico ecclesiastical history, and moved with him to Lag)-lna Pueblo.
The Presbyterians had also sent either the Reverend Mr. Roberts
or a Reverend Mr. Donaldson to pioneer and assist Miss Gaston at
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Fort Defiance. In this same period, the Presbyterians established
a small mission at Jewett (1868), which was later expanded to
include a school and which continued to operate until 1912 when
it was moved to Ganado, Arizona. 15 After these incipient efforts it
appeared that some baneful malaise had affected the missionary
boards, and their work among the Navajo and other tribes ground
to a virtual halt. No doubt it was a result of the suspension of the
Peace Policy and the fact that the government no longer offered
any incentive to the missionary groups.
II.

MISSIONARY ACTIVITY, 1890-1901

THE NEED for missionaries among the Navajo was deeply felt by
the Indian agents located on the reservation. Most of them, in fact,
considered the need urgent. C. E. Vandever, Agent for the Navajo,
declared in 1890 that "the Navajo was entirely devoid of any
religious instruction, and from what I can learn he has never had
any." Vandever mentioned that two missionaries, one Methodist
and a woman from eastern New Mexico, had arrived at the agency,
worked for several months each, and then both were compelled to
leave the field for the want of financial assistance. "These," Vandever noted, "are all the efforts which have been made to Christianize this tribe within the past year." Agent Vandever also agreed
with Commissioner Morgan's opinion that missionaries were excellent auxiliaries to the government, but it appeared to him that "the
various denominations prefer to send their missionaries and money
abroad, while the American aborigine is left in total darkness on
the borders of nineteen-century civilization." "Good missionary
work," Vandever said, "would greatly assist the work of civilization
which is being done by the Government."16 Although Vandever
was merely echoing the same complaint made by the 1868 Peace
Commission, that the Protestant churches were once again neglecting the American Indian in favor of the African and Asian, it
seems more likely that the greatest obstacle to more intensive missionary activity was, as he himself indicated, a lack of financial resources.
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The Methodists, as Vandever's report suggests, were the first to
re-enter the N avajo mission field. By 1890 they had already been
granted four hundred acres on the reservation, and in that same
year Rev. T. 1. Wiltsee established a mission at Fort Defiance
"with a generous appropriation." Referring to his new field, Wiltsee forlornly reported back to the New Mexico Methodist Mission
that "though surrounded by Christians on all sides, yet for long
years nothing has been done for their [the Navajo's] salvation."
Then, demonstrating his Christian responsibility, Wiltsee revealed
that "during the past few months the salvation of the tribe has
been upon my heart."17
Also in 1890, the government granted the Woman's National
Indian Association, an interdenominational organization, 16o acres
in the vicinity of Two Gray Hills, New Mexico. The following year,
the new Agent, David 1. Shipley, reported with great satisfaction
that the Methodists were erecting a parsonage and a church (apparently at the agency) and that the Ladies Home Missionary
Society of New'York had selected "sufficient land on the San Juan
to build both a church and a parsonage for the Navajo."ls
From 1890 to 1897 the Methodists performed the principal
missionary and evangelical work on the Navajo reservation. Rev.
F. A. Riggin, who replaced Wiltsee as Superintendent, observed
on his arrival: "No heathen country of which I read is more heathenish than these Navajo." Furthermore he remarked that "their
rites, ceremonies, and all their worship show them to be entirely
ignorant of God, and the light that comes from Christianity."19
Riggin reported to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1 893
that the Methodist Church had appropriated $4,000 for a school
. and church at the agency. Mrs. Eldridge, who had joined in the
Methodist effort at San Juan, estimated in the same year that her
expenses had run between $1,000 to $2,000. 20
In regard to the work of Mrs. Eldridge, Acting Indian Agent E.
H. Plummer effusively praised her efforts as being "excellent
work." He generously noted that she cared for the sick and assisted
"the Indians in every possible way." In one instance Mrs. Eldridge
saved the life of a Navajo woman who had been given up to die
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by Indian medicine men. Plummer concluded that "the benefits of
her work are evident in many ways" and that "some of the most
desperate characters of the tribe who have come under her influence have developed into steady, hard-working men." Several
years later, Agent Constant Williams also commented on Mrs.
Eldridge's good work, adding that "the material as well as the spiritual wants of the Indians have been attended to." Mrs. Eldridge,
being a little more modest about her own efforts, commented only
that "looking back three years I· can but feel greatly encouraged,
although the Indians here are very poor." Her greatest need, she
said, was for a "Christian Navajo as interpreter." In spite of Mrs.
Eldridge's success in the San Juan region, the mission at the agency
was abandoned owing to the poor health of the missionary there,
but both the Agent and the Methodist Church hoped this setback
would be only temporary.21
Part of the land set aside for the Methodists at the agency in
189 I (probably the mission abandoned by them) was surrendered
to the Board of Heathen Missions of the Holland Christian Reformed Church of America. Within the next few years, Rev. Herman Fryling and Rev. James DeGroot set up a Christian Reformed
mission at the agency. The two men, according to Agent G. W.
Hayzlett, were ". . . doing all that any people can do for the Indians." By I 900 Fryling and DeGroot succeeded in establishing
an outstation at Tohatchi, site of the gov~rnment's Little Water
Day School, with DeGroot handling the responsibilities there and
Fryling acting as superintendent. 22
The Protestant Episcopal Church, although not as active as the
Methodists or the Christian Reformed Church in the Navajo area,
began planning in 1894 to share in the responsibility for the wel- "
fare of the Navajo. To fulfill their moral accountability, the
Woman's Auxiliary of the Episcopal Church, under the instigation
of Bishop John M. Kendrick, sent Miss Eliza Thackara to organize
the establishing of a hospital at Fort Defiance. Although Good
Shepherd Hospital did not formally admit patients until March
1897, Agent Williams remarked that the hospital, when completed,
"would be admirably adapted for its purpose." In the meantime,
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Williams said, "Miss Thackera [sic] has done much good in mission
work and in nursing and otherwise caring for the sick during the
year."23
In addition to Good Shepherd Hospital, the Woman's Indian
Association of New Jersey received 16o acres on the Moqui, or
Hopi, reservation, which also served a number of Navajo. Actual
evangelizing, however, was confined by 19°° to the Christian Reformed efforts at Fort Defiance and Tohatchi, and to Mrs. Eldridge at San Juan (she also superintended the work at Two Gray
Hills). Missionary work with the Navajo in this period (189°190 I), then, obviously incipient and haphazard, was far from extensive and pervasive. In 190 I Agent Hayzlett ruefully observed
that the few missionaries present on the reservation were ". . .
doing all they can and as well as anyone could do, but their converts have not yet materialized."24 In spite of the fact that I 90 I
was the year that the federal government dissolved the contractschool system with the assent of the Protestant churches, the year
signalled a marked increase in missionary activity among the Navajo, demonstrating again the unceasing solicitude of the Protestant sects for the welfare of the Indians. In the meantirne, the
Catholics, too, had rejoined the struggle to bring Christianity to the
Navajo. In 1898 the Franciscan order established St. Michael's
at La Cienega, eight miles south of Fort Defiance and, at that time,
off the reservation. 25 .
III.

MISSIONARY ACTIVITY, 1901-1912

WITHIN the next two years, 19°0-19°2, the Presbyterians reentered the field, establishing a mission at Ganado; the Gospel
Missionary Union of Kansas City, Missouri, inaugurated a small
mission at Tuba City in the recently formed Western Navajo
School and Reservation (July I, 190 I); the Baptists also re-entered
the field, taking over the work of the Woman's National Indian
Association at Two Gray Hills; and an independent, non-denominational mission was begun at Tolchaco by W. R. Johnston of
Flagstaff, Arizona. Besides those just mentioned, the ea~lier mis-
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sions of the Christian Reformed Church, the Episcopal Church,
and the Methodists (with the exception of their mission at the
agency) continued to operate and experienced moderate expansion.
By the end of 19 I 2 these missions were joined by other groups,
including the Faith Mission at Aneth, Utah, the Mennonites at
Tuba City, and the Mormons.
The unofficial policy of the government towards the missionaries
changed little in the interim. Generally, the Indian Agents and
the Indian Commissioners lavished praise on their work and efforts,
as the following statement indicates:
The most valuable adjunct of the Government work of civilizing the
Indian is the missionary and education work of the various bodies of
Christians who maintain schools and churches in the Indian country.
. . . The God-fearing, earnest, and sincere mission teacher is an immense power for good in uplifting the Indian race, developing the
spiritual nature of its people, and making sober, religious men and
women. 26

Towards the goal of Christianizing the Indian, the government
granted the Catholic Church 160 acres in Chinle Valley, four acres
to the Woman's National Indian Association at Tuba City, and
the use of a building, orchard, and garden to the Gospel Missionary Union in Tuba City, all in 1903. In the subsequent nine years,
similar grants were made to the "Mission to the Navajo Indians"
(an interdenominational group) on the Moqui reservation, eighty
acres to the Presbyterians in Ganado, forty acres to the Baptists in
the eastern part of the reservation (presumably, Two Gray Hills),
half an acre to the Mennonites in the western section, five acres to
Johnston's Tolchaco Mission, and an additional forty acres to
Johnston in 19 I 2. 27
Of the early groups involved in the missionary activity to the
Navajo, the Methodist Church experienced only slight growth.
Their only mission in this period was the school at San Juan, near
Farmington, and the school's enrollment increased slightly from
fourteen to thirty-seven in 1912.28
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The Baptists, as previously mentioned, renewed their interest in
Indian salvation and entered the field again at Two Gray Hills, after
a long period of neglect and indifference. This area, which was previously held by the Woman's National Indian Association and superintended by the Methodists at San Juan, was directed by Rev.
and Mrs. R. B. Wright, who arrived in 190 I. After five years of endeavor there, the Wrights returned to Indiana, and the field was
then taken over by the Christian Reformed Church. 29 Baptist reluctance to work with the Navajo is difficult to understand, but David
H. Stratton in his work on the New Mexico Baptists has offered a
partial, albeit a highly disconcerting, explanation. According to
Stratton, when the Baptists returned to missionary work in New
Mexico in the 1880'S they". . . instinctively concentrated their
activities among the Anglo-Americans . . . and the basis of Baptist
strength in New Mexico today is the Anglo-American population,
not the Spanish-American and Indians to whom the early Baptist .
missionaries came to preach the gospel."3() .
Besides the acquisition of a new field, the Christian Reformed
Church maintained its missions at Fort Defiance and Tohatch.i.
Describing his activities at Fort Defiance, Fryling commented that
they consisted of
visiting Indian hogans on the reservation; speaking to the Indians,
wherever I met them about religion; giving advice in matters of all
kinds, which they sometimes would require of me; visiting the sick,
which I always gladly did. 3 !

In Fryling's candid opinion, "the change of the Navaho for the better is remarkable" and "their inclination has been in many respects
toward civilization." Besides his described activities, Fryling conducted Bible classes for Navajo children at the government school
at Fort Defiance.
However, even with Fryling's energetic efforts to get the Navajo
interested in Christianity, only seven Navajo had been converted
to the Reformed Church by 1903. In regard to this poor showing
of Navajo proselytes, Agent Hayzlett caustically observed:
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From the report of the latter [Fryling] it would be inferred that he
has made but little progress. He does not seem to have the tact to
interest the children and get them to take in the idea of his subjects.
It requires a very broad mind, one that is practical, to make the best
impression on these people. 32

Whatever the source for Hayzlett's unflattering comment, the remark apparently caused, or was caused by, some grievous misunderstanding between Reformed missionaries and government officials at Fort Defiance.
In that same year, 1903, the Christian Reformed Church decided to move its Fort Defiance mission off the reservation. They
purchased a squatter's claim six miles east of Gallup, New Mexico,
and there founded the first Christian Reformed Mission Boarding
School for Navajo children. Explaining the move, Christian Reformed historian Rev. J. Dolfin has stated: "Mindful of the encroachments upon our privileges and liberties endured at Fort Defiance, this infant institution was christened 'Rehoboth' ('the Lord
hath made room')."33 Whatever the restraints and "encroachments"
at Fort Defiance, the Rehoboth school flourished without them. 34
The Episcopal Church, meantime, steadfastly maintained Good
Shepherd Hospital near Fort Defiance. Praise for their work, particularly in the early difficult days, was effusive. Agent Reuben
Perry happily pointed out that the hospital and its staff had done
"excellent work during the year." Perry further noted that "they
had received and treated a good many cases, and a number of surgical operations have been performed, usually with good results." In
a more depressing vein, however, Dr. A. M. Wigglesworth of the
hospital staff dishearteningly declared that "more hospitals could
be utilized with immense benefit."35 Miss Thackara also received
deserved approbation for her efforts, particularly for her care of
trachoma patients. Commenting on Miss Thackara's selfless attitude, Jerry Wallace claimed that "because of her skillful and devoted work, and the affection in which Navajos held her, [she]
has become almost a legend."36 Aside from Good Shepherd Hospital, the Episcopalians attempted no new missionary ventures
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among the Navajo until 1917 when they established the San Juan
Indian Mission across the river from Farmington, New Mexico. 37
Mention has already been made of W. R. Johnston and his Independent Mission (sometimes called "Mission to the Navajo")
at Tolchaco, Arizona. Johnston had moved his family to the Navajo
country in February 1900 to a suitable site for his mission, about
ten miles northwest of present-day Leupp. Johnston's career as a
missionary illustrates the zealous and unselfish concern for Indian
rights that characterized the majority of missionaries. On his first
visit to the area, 1899, he had become involved in a dispute between the Navajo and nearby white settlers. Acting as mediator,
he attempted to bring about an amicable solution to the dispute.
In another instance, acting on his own and in behalf of the Navajo
living in the Leupp area, he travelled to Washington to appeal to
President Theodore Roosevelt to extend the Navajo reservation to
include this area, which was done by executive order. While in
Washington, Johnston persuaded influential friends to secure a
congressional appropriation of $5,000 to build a dam and irrigation
system in the vicinity of T olchaco. 38
When it came to evangelizing among the Navajo, however,
Johnston's task proved to be difficult, slow, and uncertain. According to his son, Philip, "the Indians were fully as dogmatic in their
own fa~th as the missionaries were in theirs."39 Johnston himself,
in his first report as "Farmer in Charge of Navaho on Extension,"
a government position, lamented: "Of the 89 families mentioned
in the statistical report herewith there are eight polygamists." Besides that dispiriting fact, he also reported that only 13 of the 225
children in the area attended government schools. 40 To amend the
pitiful educational situation, Johnston, with the aid of his wife,
opened a small mission school in 1906. The school's enrollment in
that year was small indeed, having only seven children in attendance. Yet, despite the small size of the school, the new Special
Disbursing Agent for the Extension, Joseph Maxwell, thought
that the pupils had made "splendid progress" and considered Mrs.
Johnston "very efficient and thoro [sic] in her work." The school,
along with the mission, experienced minimal expansion within the
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next six years. In 1912 the mission was taken over by the Presbyterians, with Johnston accepting a post with them at their outstation
at Indian Wells. Finally, the Board of Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church abandoned the T olchaco mission in early 19 I 9,
and the buildings were dismantled. 41
Little is known about the activities of the other, smaller missionary organizations, particularly the Faith Mission at Aneth, the
Mennonites, the Woman's National Indian Association, and the
Gospel Missionary Union at Tuba City. However, in reference to
the latter two, the Superintendent of the Western Navajo School,
Milton J. Needham, expressed deep admiration for them and their
work, saying "they are a band of conscientious laborers and are, I
believe, doing a great deal of good work." Apparently the "good
work" was futile, for three years later the new Superintendent,
Matthew Murphy, gloomily reported: "The morals of these Indians are at a low ebb; there is practically no sentiment against any
of the common vices of gambling, drinking, and immorality."42
IV.

PRESBYTERIAN ACTIVITY, 1901-1912

THE MOST energetic and successful of all missionary groups to
enter the Navajo field after 1900 were the Presbyterians. Early
Presbyterian efforts, like those of all the other denominations, had
suffered from the usual debilitating insufficiency of funds, the
termination of the Peace Policy, and the lack of available missionaries. Again, like those of the other sects, Presbyterian efforts at
Fort Defiance had come to a virtual standstill, although they did
retain a mission at Jewett, New Mexico. Even here the Synod of
New Mexico was experiencing problems, especially in keeping
missionaries in the field. Although the Synod's Committee of
Home Missions considered the area "the most promising part of
New Mexico," the missionary working there, Rev. Hugh J. Furneaux, "had been obliged to abandon work."43 This was a problem
that constantly faced all mission boards; most often abandoning a
field was due to accumulative frustration resulting from the in-
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hospitable terrain, ennui, linguistic barriers, Indian hostility,
money shortages, and other factors.
The official opinion of the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions was that the government was doing all that it could towards
the goal of final abs~rption of the Indians "into the great body of
our nation." Yet, there were llmitations and, in the Board's opinion
that training is one-sided and defective which fails to take into account the moral and spiritual susceptibilities and must be supplemented by the messenger of the cross. The evangelical Christians are
not fully discharging their responsibility for the Indians of our
country. Our church has done much, but there is more to do. Scores
of tribes as susceptible as those we have taught are still without the
GospeL44

The Navajo were one of those tribes who did not have a Presbyterian mission on their reservation at the time of the above report,
18 9 6 .
To remedy the situation, the 1900 Synod urged the commencement of work among the Navajo and Pueblo. For that purpose, a
small expedition was organized to find a suitable site for a mission
somewhere near Fort Defiance. Early in the spring of 19°1 the
little expedition set out from Tolchaco, "faced the wind and driving dust storm," and headed fQr Fort Defiance. "Like Abraham of
old," Dr. Thomas C. Moffat related, "we went, not knowing where
the call of God was leading for the planting of the Presbyterian
Mission Center in Arizona." With the help and advice of Lorenzo
Hubbell, a Catholic who had been anxious to see a mission established in his area, the expedition's members selected a site not far
from his trading post. Reflecting back on the expedition and the
mission's e,arly days, W. R. Johnston commented: "Those were
hard, pioneering days, but God has watered the seed and we are all
thankful for Ganado and all that the Lord has done and is doing
there,"45
The Board of Home l\!Iissions chose Rev. Charles Bierkemper
for the job, and in early fall' 19°1 he arrived at the new post. In
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the first few months, Bierkemper restricted himself, as he himself
stated, to "getting acquainted with the situation, meeting the Indians in their homes, seeking an interpreter and holding services
among them wherever I could.", Until Bierkemper's fortunate
marriage to an experienced teacher late in 190 I, he was unable to
begin educational instruction to the Navajo, outside of Sunday
School. Once Mrs. Bierkemper opened her small day school in the
dining room of Hubbell's house, "the children were anxious to
come and some walked a long way," according to the Reverend
Mr. Bierkemper. 46 To the Synodical Missionary of New Mexico,
Rev. R. M. Craig, the school was a "marked success," a.nd he further hoped that a regular school would soon be established there
or at Cornfields. 47 Besides religious and secular instruction, Mrs.
Bierkemper taught Navajo women the practical art of using a sewing machine. The Ganado school continued to have notable expansion up to 19 I 2 and beyond. In 1912 the school at Jewett was
transferred to Ganado, which, consequently, began to diversify its
program and to include more grades. 48
One of the more difficult problems confronting Bierkemper was
the always perplexing question of how to meet the medical needs
of the Navajo. Rather early in his stay at Ganado, Bierkemper
recognized the need for a doctor since the nearest one was at Fort
Defiance, thirty-five miles away. However, the matter did not receive "earnest consideration" by the board, "not because of lack
of interest, but because the new mission was asking too much for
a new field." The first doctor to arrive stayed only for a short while
because he soon "became discouraged at the unfavorable outlook
in medical work in the community." Dr. James D. Kennedy arrived
in that same year, 1908, but, unlike his predecessor, he was not
discouraged by the unfavorable outlook. "No time was too cold, too
warm or too late, and no distance was too great for him to attend
the sick," as one of his coworkers, a daughter of Lorenzo Hubbell,
Mrs. Barbara Goodman, recollected. She continued, "many times
he walked ten or twelve miles when a horse was not available."49
Kennedy, on the other hand, simply noted that "sometimes epidemics of measles, grippe, or influenza, typhoid fever, whooping

'.
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cough, chicken pox, mumps and rarely small pox, would give us
extra work to do."50 The Synodical Missionary, Rev. John R. Gass,
was of course exhilarated by the small gains made by Dr. Kennedy.
In Gass' 1908 report to the Synod he spoke optimistically of setting up another mission, "with a medical department attached," in
the Lukachukai Mountains. However, nothing came of that and
the Ganado Hospital, in effect, remained little more than an infirmary for the mission school until 1927.51
Of all the many problems confronting the Presbyterians, including the perplexing social and cultural differences, the most
persistent and frustrating were the almost insurmountable difficulties and complexities posed by the Navajo language. Admittedly,
there was a vast gulf created by the social and cultural differences,
but, for a considerable time, the Navajo language itself was also a
serious obstacle to effective evangelism and proselytism. These last
two were, of course, the primary purposes of all missionary centers,
and in this respect the Reverend Mr. Bierkemper and the Presbyterians were no more successful than any other missionary group.
Though not as successful as he might have hoped he would be,
Bierkemper considered his work as the foundation, or as he said,
merely "breaking the ground" for future work. He noted that the
work ". . . was trying, difficult, and severe, yet it was enjoyable,"
and the Synod was fully cognizant and appreciative of his strenuous efforts. Two years after the founding of Ganado, the Reverend Mr. Craig reported that the Sunday Schools had an average
attendance of forty-five, that "the people are heginning to show
a deep interest, and almost every Sunday questions are being
asked." In 1905 Craig again reported: "Mr. Bierkemper continues
his work among the Navajos and evidences are not wanting of the
influences of the Gospel in the lives of individuals at Ganado."52
But it does not seem likely that Bierkemper was able to convert
many Navajo, since in 1912 there were only 508 professing Christians among over 20,000 Navajo living on the main reservation.53
To extend their area of activity, in 1906 the Board of Home
Missions established missions at Fort Defiance and Tuba City, in
addition to Ganado and Jewett. The Navajo language, however,
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still proved to be a stubborn obstacle to adequate communication,
as the 1906 Synod pointed out:
This most interesting tribe [the Navajo] is difficult to reach with the
Gospel. Their language is almost a chinese puzzle, and is a great barrier to the missionaries, but they are surely, if slowly, mastering it.
Brothers Bierkemper, Brodhead, Black and Butler have mountains of
difficulty to surmount, but they are holding on with a tenacity of
faith and perseverance that is most admirable. 54

The Presbyterian effort to overcome linguistic difficulties had been
preceded by that of other missionaries, most notably the Franciscans at St. Michael's and Rev. Leonard Brink at Tohatchi. 55
At a summer conference held in Flagstaff in 19°9, the Synod's
committee on translation demonstrated to a "large audience" the
practicality and efficacy of their "herculean task" of translating the
Bible into Navajo. Finally in 1910, the Reverend Mr. Black completed the translation of Mark, which proved "a most effective instrument for spreading the truth," and he immediately began
translating Genesis. 56
At the end of 1912 the Presbyterians operated missions at T 01chaco (which they acquired that year), Indian Wells, Tuba City,
Fort Defiance, Ganado, and transferred the Jewett school to Ganado. They continued the Jewett mission and, furthermore, established another small mission in the Teec Nos Pos country. Within
the next few decades, the Board established other outstations from
Ganado at Wide Ruin, Kinlichi, Nazlini, Steamboat, Tselani, and
Cornfields. The year 1912 also marked the retirement of Rev.
Black and Rev. and Mrs. Bierkemper. 57
V.

EPILOGUE

PROTESTANT AND CATHOLIC missionary activity to the Navajo constituted one of the earliest attempts by the Anglo-American population of this country to introduce these Indians to the American
way of life. Like all human organizations, especially those with in-
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stitutionalized bureaucracies, the missionary groups involved have
made numerous mistakes, but they have not been as frequent nor
as grievous as those of the government. Their most reproachable
error was too close cooperation with the government, or, actually,
being in essential agreement with governmental Indian policies.
Although relations in the field often ranged from close cooperation
to hostility, generally there was a certain reciprocity between the
ideas and policies of Indian Agents and missionaries. The Agents,
in particular, felt that the missionaries could implement the government's goal of assimilating the Indian "into the great body of our
nation," and aid in making "sober, religious men and women" out
of the Indians; the missionaries were, in fact, according to the Indian Commissioner in 1903, a "valuable adjunct of the Government work of civilizing the Indian."
The government patronized a form of evangelism that was in
tune with the bastard form of Darwinian philosophy that obsessed
those people with imperial ambitions and those desiring to fulfill
their white man's duty by bringing the Gospel to the world's aborigines. This form of evangelism tends to become ". . . intolerant of racial heritage and tends to adopt the method of thoughtless
imposition of creedal regulations upon others."58 Unfortunately,
this old evangelistic, apocalyptic type of Christian missionary is still
active and far too numerous. As recently as 1955, anthropologist
Robert Rapoport recorded the following statement made by a missionary of the "Galilean Church" (a fictional name) to the Rimrock Navajo:
The only way the Navajos will get anY'iVhere is if they get away from
those old customs. . . . At those yeibichais and ceremonials where
they pass those masks around, they spread t.b., trachoma, and all kinds
of terrible diseases. 59

This "Galilean" missionary's thinking-he also felt that the Navajo
had to change 'their ways- was permeated with the same sort of
ideas that obsessed many of the earlier missionaries and Agents to
the Navajo. Thoughtful missionaries now include in their work
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all the rapidly changing concepts of modern sociological thought,
with its emphasis on v:ariable human needs. These missionaries
have finally realized that there exists an "intimate relationship of
health, economics, homes and recreation to the spiritual welfare of
individuals and community."60
In spite of all their shortcomings, mistakes, and their zealousness
for proselytism, the missionaries to the Navajo had one inherent
advantage over all other groups involved in working with the Indians. That is, their avowed purpose was to help the people whom
they served, although it is true that this lofty goal was tied to their
desire to gain more converts to their religion. However, their devotion to the cause and their probity was unquestionable, and their
work is almost legendary.
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THE PROFILE OF A NEW MEXICO PROGRESSIVE

ROBBRT W. LARSON

IN

of New Mexico, Professor Warren Beck wrote
that the state "may be in the United States but is not of the United
States."! He employed this familiar but appropriate expression to
underscore a belief widely held by students of New Mexico's rich
,history that the political development of this state is unlike that of
any other. Its unparalleled nature is primarily the result of a large
Hispano population, which even now comprises about twenty-eight
per cent of the tota1,2 The cultural composition of New Mexico's
people is not only highly relevant to the state's history in general,
but also will have a bearing on this analysis of New Mexico's progressive leaders in an attempt to ascertain whether their prime
motivations were ideological, political, or generational.
The lively politics of theProgressive Movement in New Mexico
were played out against a most interesting background. The combination of an imposing Hispano majority and the complications
of territorial government, when added to the environment existing
in a frontier society, provide compelling reasons why New Mexico
was so slow in its achievement of basic progressive reforms.
The Spanish-speaking people of the Territory were faced from
the very beginning with new and confusing institutions imported
into New Mexico and imposed upon them by their American conquerors. Handicapped by a lack of language skills in English and
unfamiliar with the new Anglo ways, New Mexico's native ele- .
ment was extremely vulnerable to economic and political exploitation by shrewd and ambitious newcomers. The acquisition of immense Spanish and Mexican land grants by clever Anglo attorneys,
HIS HISTORY
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during the late nineteenth century, ultimately led to the creation
of the militant Alianza and to the now famous courthouse raid at
Tierra Amarilla by Reies Lopez Tijerina, in 1967, in the "other
June War."
The loyalty of most of these Hispanos was won by the Republican party in the post-Civil War years, resulting in a domination
of New Mexico politics by a determined Old Guard leadership.
Kenneth N. Owens, in a fascinating study of Western territorial
politics, has called New Mexico's political structure a "no-party"
system, in which party government was managed by a "coalition of
local interests that cut across party lines."3 The power of these local
interest groups culminated in the remarkably potent Santa Fe Ring,
in which leaders of both the Republican and Democratic organizations worked together at systematically gobbling up countless acres
of land originally granted to influential Hispanos. But, within the
Ring itself, powerful Republicans, such as the always durable
Thomas B. Catron, had the dominant influence. Because they had
access to federal patronage during most of the late nineteenth century, Republicans of Catron's ilk, more frequently than Democrats,
were able to distribute the political prizes so eagerly sought by
native leaders for themselves and their families. Even today, the
Hispano's enjoyment of local politics makes a school board election
the occasion for a titanic struggle. The deeply entrenched Republican party continued to orchestrate politics in New Mexico by
taking full advantage of the patronage system inherent in the
territorial form of government.
A frontier environment prevailed in New Mexico well into the
twentieth century. George Curry once said of another prominent
leader, the genteel, Cornell-educated Herbert J. Hagerman, that
he was "wholly without experience in practical politics, especially
the rough-and-ready, and no-holds-barred kind prevalent in the
New Mexico of the period."4 During the 1 9 1 0 constitutional convention the colorful anti-progressive, Albert Bacon Fall, carried a
gun, which in view of his quick temper so worried his wife and
daughter that they sat every other day in the House Chamber in
Santa Fe, where the state constitution was being written, in order
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to keep an eye on him. 5 Corruption was rampant enough to be a
ready-made issue for progressive politicians.
The territorial status of New Mexico during the early years of
the Progressive Movement is also a vital factor in assessing the nature of New Mexico's progressivism. Because officeholders of the
Territory were appointed by the President, and territorial laws
were subject to congressional review, the political independence of
New Mexico was clearly limited. Governor Hagerman was more
answerable to President Theodore Roosevelt and his Secretary of
the Interior than to those he was supposedly serving, the people of
the Territory. During the constitutional convention of 1910, President William Howard Taft effectively intervened by urging New
Mexicans to adopt a "safe and sane constitution,"6 meaning one
without provisions for direct legislation. Although ex-President
Roosevelt vigorously agitated for a progressive instrument, conservatives dominated the constitutional convention and New Mexico presented to the Congress a very traditional state constitution,
except for its rigid safeguards of the political rights of Spanishspeaking citizens. Arizona's liberal constitution with its provisions
for initiative, referendum and recall, and even recall of judges,
stood in sharp contrast to New Mexico's.7
It was only natural that the ideas of the Progressive Movement
first appeared in New Mexico as a reac;tion to Republican dominance. Politicians of a progressive stripe were almost always opponents of "bossism," and they often devoted their campaigns to
an assault on the Republican Old Guard. Attention was also given to
the evils of corruption, albeit with more wariness because of its apparent acceptance by many New Mexicans. The purchase of votes
by small sums of money, usually used for liquor, was so open and
widespread that even the shrewd progressive leader, Bronson M.
Cutting, felt he could arouse no public outcry against it. s

WITHIN this setting of a frontier territory inhabited by so many
citizens of Spanish extraction, the careers of four leading Republican progressives will be examined. Miguel A. Otero, Herbert J.
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Hagennan, George Curry, and Bronson M. Cutting were among
the most prominent Republican reformers in New Mexico. There
were, of course, progressive leaders among the Democrats, Harvey
B. Fergusson, former Territorial Delegate and two-term congressman, being one of the purest, most ideologically committed progressives in the state's history. But the study undertaken here will
purposely limit itself to Roosevelt-type Republican progressives.
Otero was the first Republican politician to openly challenge
the power of the Old Guard. Appointed the first Hispano governor
of the territory in 1897, the proud, thirty-eight-year-old native of
San Miguel County led a generational struggle against the Republican leaders, being particularly determined to free himself from
Catron's dominating influence. In the course of his struggle against
the party establishment, Otero and his supporters soon acquired the
appropriate nickname "Colts." It must be noted, however, that a
good many of the prominent Colts became conservative party
leaders once Otero had established himself as the new Republican
leader. 9 Holm O. Bursum, a friend of Otero and the Republican
leader of Socorro County, eventually assumed Catron's role as the
spokesman for party conservatism in New Mexico. 10
As governor, Otero warred so vigorously against politicians he
considered corrupt and prone to bossism that even President Roosevelt, the national progressive leader, became alanned at the growth
of party disharmony in New Mexico. Otero's removal of Frank A.
Hubbell, wealthy sheep owner and assessor of Bernalillo County,
who was besieged by charges of favoring certain Albuquerque merchants in his assessments, triggered a major political crisis in the
Territory which compelled the pragmatic Roosevelt to force Otero's
resignation. l l Although the self-righteous Otero resented the President's action, he later supported him in his 19 I 2 Bull Moose campaign to regain the presidency. Otero and Curry signed the call for
the formation of a Progressive party in New Mexico/ 2 and Otero
was subsequently elected state chairman of the party.13 The
slightly-built native leader had hoped several months earlier to be
nominated as candidate for the new state's first governorship,14 but
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a new crop of conservatives now dominated the Republican party
and Bursum was nominated instead.
Otero was certainly far from being a radical in his thin-king. Indeed, he prided himself on the many good friends he had made in
big business during his governorship.15 But then Roosevelt progressivism had always attempted to maintain friendly contacts with
the business community. Otero's strength was, rather, an unusual
commitment to upright and efficient government for a politician
from frontier New Mexico. And, of course, it was Roosevelt's concern with the consequences of Otero's divisive actions and their
possible effect on the national party situation that caused the President to call a halt to Otero's determined political house cleaning.
In the Territory, however, the numerous detractors of the "little
Governor," as Otero was often called, could only see self-serving
political motives in his actions. "Oteroism" to them was bossism
in reverse, to borrow an overworl~ed term from the civil rights controversy of the 19 60 ' S.16
Herbert J. Hagerman, a well educated, white Anglo-Saxon Protestant, fits the mold of the progressive .leader outlined in George
E. Mowry's The California Progressives 17 more easily than does
Otero. Although his father, J. J. Hagerman, was an acquisitive
Western empire builder who was responsible for railroad building
and irrigation development in the Pecos Valley, young Hagerman's
interests were in public service, as is often the case with secondgeneration wealth. In 1906, Roosevelt appointed him governor of
the Territory and told him to clean house, an order which Hagerman had e,:ery intention of following religiously. In the process
of rooting out corruption the idealistic new governor removed Bursum as Superintendent of Prisons for an alleged mishandling of
funds. This move immediately threw the Republican party of New
Mexico into such disarray that Roosevelt, who had also hoped that
the young governor would restore political peace in the Territory,
saw no solution but to compel Hagerman's resignation on the basis
of mistakes made during his short tenure. IS By this time Hagerman
was so determined to vindicate himself, that he did not return to
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the diplomatic service where he had had previous governmental
experience, but remained in New Mexico to do battle with Bursum and the other Old Guard Republicans.
Hagerman's progressivism extended beyond th~e purely political
issues of reform. He and Santa Fe attorney Richard H. Hanna, a
progressive Republican who later ran unsuccessfully as a Democrat for the governorship and the United States Senate/ 9 both
opposed the 19 I 0 constitution with its weak provisions for corporate
regulation and difficult amending procedure. Hagerman and
Hanna joined progressive Democrats such as Fergusson in lobbying
in Congress against the conservative constitution. 20 When the
newly admitted state held its first elections, Hagerman and Hanna
fused with the Democrats, calling themselves "Progressive Republicans," and brought about the defeat of Holm Bursum in his bid
for the governorship.
The progressivism of Governor Hagerman appears to have had a
broader ideological base than did Otero's but like the "little Governor" he too was motivated by strong generational factors, being
only thirty-four years old at the time of his appointment as governor.
Moreover his ego was as big as Otero's, even if his aspirations for
political power were not quite as evident. After President Roosevelt
forced him to resign he had a book privately printed to present his
side of the case, particularly as it concerned his conduct in the land
fraud case involving the controversial Pennsylvania Development
Company.21
George Curry was older than Otero and Hagerman when he was
appointed territorial governor by Theodore Roosevelt in 19°7. The
forty-six-year-old former Rough Rider, a great pal of Roosevelt's,
never became anti-establishment and had lifelong friendships with
Bursum and Fall. Yet, largely because of his admiration for Roosevelt, Curry became a good progressive governor. Following a dispute
with Gifford Pinchot, Roosevelt's Chief Forester, he was converted
to the administration's conservation program and established a conservation record quite remarkable for a Western governor. 22 A
strong believer in direct democracy, Curry, nineteen months after
he left the governorship, had the courage to break with his friends,
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in 191 I, and support the controversial Blue Ballot amendment,
which would have liberalized the amending procedure for the new
state constitution, even though it very nearly cost him his nomination for the House of Representatives. When Roosevelt bolted the
Republican party inl 912, Curry, who was serving in the House
along with Fergusson, became the first member of Congress to come
out openly in favor of the ex-President.23
Governor Curry was a different breed of progressive than Otero,
Hagerman, and Cutting. Older, lacking in formal education, and
very much a product of the frontier, Curry was never too concerned
about corruption and bossism, because his friends allegedly were
the corrupted politicians and bosses themselves. He was like his
idol, President Roosevelt, in his pragmatic approach to politics, even
agitating in,the tradition of the tireless T. R. for military preparedness on the eve of World War J.24
Of the four Republican progressives being considered here Bronson Cutting emerges as the most interesting and complex. Born into
a wealthy, aristocratic New York family, the scholarly Cutting arrived in New Mexico in 1910 at the age of twenty-four. A tubercular, the idealistic and strong-willed New Yorker had to lead a
retiring life at first, but in 1912 he purchased the Santa Fe New
Mexican and quickly his editorial policies became an important
force in New Mexico politics. Liberal in his views, he was a quiet
member of the Progressive Republican League, but became publicly
identified with the reform cause when he was elected treasurer of
the state Progressive party in 1912 and later served as chairman
from 1 9 1 4 to I 9 1 6. 25
Cutting was an uncompromising foe of bossism and corruption
and conducted an almost uninterrupted crusade against the Old
Guard, even employing the William J. Burns Detective Agency
which secretively placed a dictaphone in Bursum's room to gather
information about Republican "gang activities."26 He refused to support Bursum and Frank Hubbell in their bids for the governorship
and the United States Senate, in 1916, and his refusal led to a
break with Roosevelt, despite the fact that Cutting had only recently
backed his friend for the presidential nomination of the national
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Progressive party. Earlier, when Roosevelt was campaigning in New
Mexico for Charles Evans Hughes, the Republican standard-bearer,
he had wanted party unity from the state on up, but Cutting would
only support the national ticket. 27 Cutting's. willingness to break
with his party with very little hesitation, the most distinct characteristic of his twenty-three-year political career, accomplished not
only the eventual undoing of the Republican Old Guard, but probably brought about, as much as anything else, the end of the party's
dominant role in New Mexico during the thirties. 28
Cutting is vulnerable to the charge that he thirsted for political
power; his party switching and his inability to work wth progressiveminded associates for any length of time seem to connote a strong
personal ambition. His refusal to support the election code of Governor Arthur J. Hannett, in 1926, even though it was in harmony
with the progressive emphasis on clean, honest electoral procedure,
is revealing, especially when one considers that his main support
was from Spanish-speaking people who opposed the code. 29 Never.:.
theless, this youthful political renegade remained liberal as he advanced into middle age, being among those progressive leaders who
supported the New Deal, a definite minority according to Otis L.
Graham's detailed study. 30
The political careers of the four leaders provide some intriguing
insights into the motivations of the New Mexico progressive. Three
of the four were relatively young men, but youth is traditionally
more willing- to accept new and progressive ideas. Even so several
of Governor Otero's Colts rather predictably went on to become
leaders of the party's Old Guard. Each of the four was a personally
motivated political animal; George Curry, the most pragmatic and
typically New Mexican in a political sense, was an almost perpetual
officeseeker. 31
Their ideological beliefs strongly centered around the political
aspects of progressivism. Corruption in government and bossism
dwarfed the other burning concerns associated with national progressivism. Otero, Hagerman, and Cutting broke with Roosevelt
over how to best cope with these two serious and, unfortunately,
all too typical New Mexican problems. The old political boss.es were
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me~ schooled in the tough post-Civil War generation of laissez-faire
economics and politics. Many of the younger men who came to New
Mexico around the turn of the century regarded as reprehensible
the loose ethics they saw in business and government, and the
shrewd manipulation of native New Mexicans for selfish political
goals. To strike hard at boss rule became the great passion of progressive politicians in New Mexico, leaving direct legislation and
conservation for secondary consideration. Business monopoly and
consumer and worker welfare, the really "gut issues" of the movement, which were so important to urban America, were given almost cursory attention in New Mexico.
It is possible that in attempting to reform government, the four
leaders examined, Cutting and Hagerman in particular, were exhibiting a keener political sense than the Catrons and Bursums of
New Mexico. Around the turn of the century the composition of
the Territory's population was changing. By 19°°, twenty per cent
of the inhabitants claimed birth in another state, this figure rising
to thirty-nine per cent in 1910.32 New Mexico was becoming increasingly Americanized, and shrewd politicians did not have to
exercise much imagination to see that a distinctly Anglo political
morality w~s rising proportionately. The isolation of a frontier society no longer protected the Territory from outside influences. New
ideas were continually coming into New Mexico along with new
citizens, a process only accelerated when statehood was achieved
in 1912.
The New Mexico progressive, thus, appears to have had strong
personal and political reasons for being a reformer. The happy combination, so characteristic of American politics, of a good cause
united with personal ambition in the hoary tradition of enlightened
self-interest seems to have worked well in boss-ridden New Mexico.
Although the Old Guard did cling tenaciously to its power, the progressive was able to use political reform to slowly, but forcefully,
intrude himself into positions where he could better the political
environment to at least a modest degree.
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Curry's name would go on the call, undoubtedly aware of the former governor's great popularity in New Mexico politics.
13. Curry, p. 270.
14· Armstrong, p. 4.
15. Larson, New Mexico's Quest for Statehood, pp. 198,346.
16. Catron accused the "little Governor" of heading his own ring. See
Otero, p. 197. The term Oteroism was used to characterize the governor's
administration in a pamphlet entitled "Cogent Reasons for Statehood," which
was enclosed in a letter from Albert J. Beveridge to Miguel A. Otero, December 19, 1902, located in the Miguel A. Otero Papers, Special Collections
Division, University of New Mexico Library, Albuquerque. !
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Regard to Certain Matters Concerning the Governorship and Political
Affairs in New Mexico in 1906-1907 and printed privately in 19°8, are
found in the Herbert J. Hagerman Papers, State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe; Special Collections Division, University of New Mexico
Library, Albuquerque; and Private Papers Given to the National Archives,
Social and Economic Branch, National Archives, Records Group 316, Washington, D.C.
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paper, "George Curry of New Mexico: Territorial Governor in a Changing
Era," delivered by the writer at the Conference on the History of the Territories held in Washington, D.C., November 3-4,1969.
23· Curry, pp. 257-59,269-7°.
24. Ibid., pp. 272-75. Interestingly enough, Curry told Roosevelt that
he was utterly disgusted with Bursum's nomination for the governorship in
191 I, even though he later became Bursum's private secretary, and his
autobiography is full of praise for him. Probably Curry made the unfavorable
remark about his friend in order to please Roosevelt, being well aware of the
former President's suspicions regarding Old Guard Republican politicians.
See Roosevelt to Cutting, June 14, 1912, as quoted in Morison, vol. 7, pp.
561 -62 .
25. Armstrong, pp. 9, I!.
26. Ibid., pp. 12-13, 17. Cutting had a very low opinion of the leaders of
the Republican Old Guard. In a December I I, 191 I, letter to James Roger
Addison found in the Bronson Cutting Papers, Division of Manuscripts,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., Cutting called Catron the "most
unscrupulous man in the Southwest" and Fall the most dangerous one.
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Armstrong, pp. 24-25.
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subsidizing him in the writing of his autobiography. See Seligmann, pp.
63-64.
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for him, a rather familiar pattern in Curry's political career. See Robert W.
Larson, "Ballinger Vs. Rough Rider George Curry: The Other Feud," New
Mexico Historical Review, vol. 43 (1968), pp. 276, 288.
32. Holmes, p. 9.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO NOTES

THE Historical Society of New Mexico held its second annual
Southwestern History Day conference at the Hilton Hotel in Albuquerque on May 23- Representatives attended from affiliated local
and county societies in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Silver City, Taos,
Farmington, Belen, Espanola, and Carlsbad.
The day's events opened with a cowboy breakfast at which Lee
Myers spoke on the history of the town of Seven Rivers. During the
morning program Merle Clark reported on historic site preservation, Dr. Bainbridge Bunting discussed early domestic architecture
along the Rio Grande, and Mrs. Marion Grinstead read a paper on
events at Fort Craig. In the afternoon Michael Cox gave a visual
presentation on "treasures in the state archives," Dennis Stanford
explained the present status of paleo-Indian research in New Mexico, and David Snow talked on archaeological investigations of
early haciendas. Carlos Nagel discussed Museum of New Mexico
plans in a talk during the evening banquet, and a highlight of the
dinner was presentation of the Society's Honor Award to Dr. France
V. Scholes:
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
HONORS
FRANCE VINTON SCHOLES
FOR OurSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
IN SPANISH COLONIAL HISTORY
1970

]ACKD. RITTENHOUSE, President
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A FEW MONTHS ago the Board of Directors of the Historical Society
of New Mexico agreed that the Society should, from time to time,
recognize outstanding men and women who have worked toward
the same goals as the Society: to increase public understanding and
knowledge of history, and, in particular, the history of New Mex. ico. Tonight we are honoring the distinguished historian Dr. France
Vinton Scholes, whom I have known for more than thirty-five years,
since the autumn day when I first walked past the shrunken heads
on the fifth Boor of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and
Ethnology at Harvard University to the end of a crooked office corridor-and, all unsuspecting, into my life work. Into the profession
of history by the back door! This short journey into a long future
led not only to many satisfying years of collaboration with Dr.
Scholes, but to an abiding interest in New Mexico and the Spanish
Southwest.
Dr. Scholes was then completing his major works on Seventeenth
Century New Mexico, based on recent archival research in Mexico
and Spain which had brought to light such an enormous quantity
of new material for New Mexican history that it has not been fully
exploited to this day. As head of the post-Columbian history section
of the Division of Historical Research, Carnegie Institution of
Washington, he had begun to devote most of his time to the colonial
history of Yucatan. But his interpretive works on New Mexico's .
first century under Spanish rule have never been surpassed, or even
equaled. "Civil Government and Society in New Mexico in the
Seventeenth Century," Church and State in New Mexico, 16101650, Troublous Times in New Mexico, 1659-167°, to name but
a few, remain the most important published accounts of that period.
As his major research interests shifted into the Maya area, then into
New Spain, and finally into the post-retirement research that has
made him the foremost authority on the conqueror of Mexico, Hernan Cortes, Dr. Scholes never abandoned his first love, New Mexico, and he remains the outstanding expert on its chequered colonial
history. He continued to publish scholarly articles on this subject,
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and, perhaps equally important, he has passed on to generations of
students at the University of New Mexico some of his own devotion
to the history of the Southwest and Spanish America and hIs uncompromising scholarly standards.
FVS was not the only scholar to move from New Mexico into
other'areas of Spanish America. I wonder how many of you realize
how close Harvard and Cambridge and the Carnegie Institution
were to the Southwest in the days when I joined the staff of the
Division of Historical Research. Our neighbors in the Peabody
Museum included C. B. and H. S. Cosgrove, well-known for their
archaeological investigations of the Swarts and Pendleton Ruins.
Mrs. Cosgrove, ninety-two years young, now lives in Albuquerque,
where she came to enjoy her retirement. J. O. Brew, later Director
of the Peabody Museum, was in charge of the great dig at Awatovi
and other important Southwestern archaeological projects. The famous physical anthropologist, E. A. Hooton, had published The Indians of Pecos in 193 0. Our very good friend, Harvard's great Maya
scholar, Alfred Marston Tozzer, did some of his early work in the
Southwest. And in the first decade of this century Sylvanus Griswold Morley and Alfred Vincent Kidder took Tozzer's Anthropology 9. Morley received an A-minus. Kidder's straight A the following year was a triumph his good friend Vay was never allowed to
forget. In the summer of 19°7, undergraduates Kidder and Morley
went to the Southwest as volunteers on an expedition under E. L.
Hewett. There they worked at Mesa Verde and Puye. According
to AVK, "Tenderer tenderfeet never followed Horace Greeley's
advice," but both retu,rned to Harvard confirmed Southwestern
addicts-and with the future direction of their lives as scholars determined. In 1915 Kidder began the excavations at Pecos, where
his insights and methods revolutionized Southwestern and Mesoamerican archaeology. Later, like Morley and the historian we are
honoring tonight, he turned to the Maya area. Nevertheless,
throughout their lives New Mexico remained closest to their hearts.
Other Southwesterners, by birth, affection, or both, frequently
appeared in our wing of offices. From the Geology Museum downstairs Kirk Bryan, Harvard geologist and native New Mexican,
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might come up for a chat. At the end of seasons in the field we
would see Karl Ruppert, best known for his restoration of the Caracol at Chichen Itza; but Karl had worked with Neil Judd at Pueblo
Bonito, and he chose to settle in Santa Fe after he retired. Robert
Wauchope, now Director of the Middle American Research Institute at Tulane, had worked and played with the Kidders at Pecos as
a teenager in the 1920'S.
And there were others-too numerous to mention by name. Perhaps I have taken too much time for nostalgic reminiscences about
the friends and colleagues of the days when France Scholes and I
first worked together. But I have hoped to convey to you something
of the atmosphere of scholarly cooperation and enthusiasm that
prevailed. It was Morley who persuaded the Carnegie Institution
to enter the field of Maya archaeology, but it was Kidder who, as
Chairman of the Division of Historical Research, envisioned the
interdisciplinary program, the "pan-scientific" attack on the study
of man and culture which emphasizes the fact that "all truths are
interrelated." AVK recruited an outstanding group, within and outside the Carnegie Institution, in the belief that such an approach
would provide an understanding of history and anthropology beyond
the "putterings of the antiquary." At the same time, he believed
that "precise statement of objectives and rigid organizatIon [problem or hypothesis research] would be unwise; that research should
be allowed to flow in such channels as the shifting contours of individual investigation might open."
The work of France Scholes has always followed these principles.
The individual scholar must stand on his own as master of his craft,
and, at the same time, he must be fully aware of the contributions
that specialists in other fields may be able to make to the solution of
his problems.
Dr. Scholes received his B.A. from Harvard in 1919, the M.A.
in 1921, and completed his doctorate in 1943, after many years of
being too busy to respond to pleas from the University, which was
most eager to confer the degree if he would only come and get it. He
began teaching history at the University of New Mexico in 1924,
and was head of the Department in 1928- 1929. Meanwhile, in
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1927-1928, Harvard awarded him the Woodbury Lowery Fellowship for travel and researcH in Mexico and Spain. In 1929-193° he
served as a director, for the Library of Congress, of a project for
photo-reproduction of documentary sources in Mexican archives.
In 1931 he joined the staff of the Division of Historical Research,
Carnegie Institution of Washington;' and in 1946 he returned to
the University of New MexicO, where he became Professor of History and Dean of the Graduate School, succeeding his old friend
George Hammond. Three years later he was appointed first Academic Vice-President of UNM. In 1956 he asked to be relieved
of administrative duties, but continued as Research Professor of History until his retirement. In fact, he has never really retired. A Bollingen grant enabled him to spend more time in Mexican and
Spanish archives, collecting further material for his forthcoming
work on Cortes; and last year he acted as Visiting Professor of History at Tulane University.
During all the years when he carried heavy administrative and
teaching burd~ns, Dr. Scholes never allowed his research and writing to fall into complete neglect. He continued to delve laboriously
in the archives whenever time allowed, and at the National Archive
in Mexico City he has long been affectionately called "el decano
de los investigadores,"-the dean of the investigators. Some longtime officials and co-yvorkers there have from time to time joked
about a project to place a bust of him in a prominent niche to edify
and inspire new generations of researchers. I cannot enumerate
here the many important and authoritative publications that have
resulted from his unswerving devotion to true scholarship. Neither
can I name the many students and colleagues who owe to him their
recognition of the enduring value and rewards of research and writing based upon untiring labor and uncompromising standards. Not
for them the kind of "publish or perish" thinking which has too
often led to hasty and perishable products. For France Scholes the
fruits of scholarship must be sound, and rewarding in themselves,
not forced fruits doomed to early decay.
During a long and brilliant career France Vinton Scholes has
received many awards and honors, national and international. Yet
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I have no doubt that the tribute he is to receive tonight from his
fellow New Mexicans, members of the Historical Society of New
Mexico, will mean as much, or more, to him, as any that have come
his way.
At the risk of finding myself on the receiving end of some rather
testy comments later on, I should like to conclude by quoting from
a tribute France himself once paid to the Franciscan missionary
scholars of another age, because what he said about them surely
applies to his own work and example: Their writings, he said,
"demonstrate the old truth that teaching and learning go hand in
hand." Their scholarly labors "serve to remind us that in all ages
men have been willing to drudge for the sheer love of learning.
Their quality and spirit, their devotion, should provide inspiration
for all of us." Their work "lives on and commands our admiration
today." "Surely it would have been their privilege to exult as did a
Roman poet two thousand years agoI've wrought a monument more tall
Than pyramids of kings,
Enduring shall it be o'er all
The age of brazen things,
No wasting rain shall lay it low
Nor all the Northern blasts that blow
Nor endless aeons as they go,
I shall not wholly die."
(Horace, Odes, III, 30)
ELEANOR B. ADAMS
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SIMON BOLIVAR. By Gerhard Masur. Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1969. Pp. xiv, 572. Maps, bibliog., index. $ 15.00.
No OTHER Latin American historical figure has been the subject of such
extensive writing and, at the same time, remained so inadequately portrayed as Simon Bolivar. A mere listing of items dealing primarily with
his life and times would require several volumes and tax the endurance of
the hardiest of compilers. Yet, most of this truly gargantuan corpus of
writing, which ranges from the essay to the epic, is touched by polemic,
distorted by hero-worship and embroidered with the subtle-and sometimes
not so subtle-threads of myth and legend. Therefore, when Gerhard
Masur's masterful book made its appearance in 1948, it most certainly
filled a historiographical vacuum. Today, more than two decades since,
Masur's work is established as a minor classic of Latin American biography.
Moreover, it remains unsurpassed as the best portrayal, by far, of the South
American Liberator.
Masur did not altogether escape Bolivar's insinuating mystique. He admittedly stood in awe of his subject. Nevertheless, from his skillful hands
Bolivar emerges not as the superhuman master of destiny, the demigod of
half a world, but as a credible, fascinating, and above all, intensely human fellow creature. Perhaps only a man with Masur's background: a
foreigner with impeccable scholarly credentials, yet by no means an outsider to Bolivar's world could have wrought such a sympathetic yet balanced, meticulously documented and superbly exciting account of the
genial Caracan's epic. Thereupon rest this book's strength and its enduring
contribution. It is, after all, an interesting reHection that Latin Americans
have not come to terms with the problem of Bolivar, the man. It is possible
that the web of myth spun around him has grown into something of an
historiographical Gordian knot. Perhaps the problems involved in Bolivarian research are indeed discouragingly complex. Whatever the reason,
the truth is that the man behind the marble, the Hesh beneath the bronze
have proved to be all too elusive goals.
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This edition has been completely redesigned and thoroughly revised.
The first chapter, a brief outline of the colonial social, economic and intellectual background to independence has been entirely re-written to incorporate recent research. Most of the errata that marred the first version
stand corrected in the second. Nevertheless, some errors managed to slip by
that cannot but anrioy the careful reader. Examples: San Pedro Alejandrtn
for San Pedro Aiejandrino, Antonio Jose Paez for Jose Antonio Paez, Antioquta for Antioquia. Except for Bolivar's name, which is adroitly anglicized, accents are used inconsistently and often even erratically. Of course,
these are minor details that in no way detract from this distinguished
biography's excellence. However, what is likely to remain the definitive
edition of a work of stature should not have suffered from such easily
avoidable shortcomings. The University of New Mexico Press is indeed to
be commended for making widely available once again an undisputedand truly indispensable-Latin American classic.
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana
Bogota, Colombia

AFTER

KINo:

JESUIT MISSIONS

IN

MIGUEL

NORTHWESTERN NEW

SPAIN,

A.

BRETOS

I'll 1-1767.

By John Augustine Donohue, S.J. Sources and Studies for the History
of the Americas, Vol. VI. Rome and Saint Louis: Jesuit Historical Institute, 1969. Pp. iv, 184. Map, bibliog., index. Paper $4.20. Cloth
$6.00. Half leather $7.50'
.
IT RANKLED Herbert Eugene Bolton that the great Francis Parkman had·
conveyed to an adoring public the notion that the heroic, canoe-paddling
Jesuits of New France were colonial North America's only Jesuits. To right
this historical wrong, Bolton proclaimed a scholarly crusade in behalf of the
Blackrobes of New Spain,just as heroic, earlier on the scene, far more
numerous, and, in terms of baptisms and martyrdoms, more successful. He
enlisted graduate students, including Jesuits Jacobsen, Shiels, Dunne, and
Bannon, and he set for them high standards with a masterly, sympathetic
biography of "his favorite Blackrobe," Eusebio Francisco Kino. Though
submitted as a dissertation in 1957 to Bolton's successor at Berkeley and
since revised, Father Donohue's important monograph is a product of the
Bolton crusade.
Evidently it was in deference to Bolton and Kino that Father Donohue
chose the title After Kino (and the year of Kino's death as point of departure) for a study which ranges over a region far wider than Kino's Pimerla
Alta. The author, in his words, "traces the mission history of an area which
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today is divided between the Mexican states of Sinaloa and Sonora and,
north of the international boundary, southern Arizona." This he does by
narrating major events-quarrels over secularization, which he finds significantly enough centered not about the oldest but about the richest missions;
inspections by military men, by bishops, and by Jesuit superiors; rebellions
of Seri, Yaqui, and Pima Indians; explorations by Fathers Keller and
Sedelmayr; and, rather hastily, the demise of the Northwest missionary
empire-through all of which he maintains as a central theme the ebb and
Bow of missionary expansion. Suggestive rather than definitive, After Kino
points the way to further topics, from Jesuit monopoly of land and labor
in the Northwest to Jesuit-Franciscan rivalry over the apostate Hopi.
Local historians will spot a few minor slips, e.g., Bishop Benito Crespo
and Father Campos did not meet at San Ignacio in 1725 but a hundred
miles south in Motepore (p. 17); the Apache during that fatal ambush in
1740 knocked Captain Anza out of the saddle and pulled from his head
not a helmet but a scalp (p. 86); Father Sedelmayr never served at Guevavi
(p. 135), Father Pfefferkorn did (p. 146); Captain Bernardo de Urrea, not
Juan Bergosa, reluctantly rounded up the banished Jesuits in Pimeda Alta
(p. 15 I). And "Pima Indians of the mountains" is a curious rendering for
Pimas Altos (p. 7).
If and when the Blackrobes of New Spain attract their Parkman-who
just may tell the story in Spanish-he will have at hand, thanks to crusader
Bolton and disciples like Father Donohue, solid stuff with which to work.
The University of New Mexico

JOHN 1. KEssELL

LIFE IN CALIFORNIA DURING A RESIDENCE OF SEVERAL YEARS IN THAT
TERRITORY. By Alfred Robinson. To WHICH IS ANNEXED A HISTORICAL
ACCOUNT OF THE ORIGIN, CUSTOMS, AND TRADITIONS OF THE INDIANS OF
ALTA-CALIFORNIA. By Fray Boscana. New Preface by Doyce B. Nunis,
Jr. New York: Da Capo Press, 1969. Pp. xvi, xiv, 341. lIlus. $12.50'
THIS REPRINT of the original 1846 edition of Alfred Robinson's well-known
account of Mexican California is a welcome addition to the list of available
books on California history. Robinson arrived in Mexican California in
1829, married into the distinguished old California family of Don Jose de
la Guerra y Noriega, and was for many years engaged in the hide and
tallow trade with Boston. His book has for long been one of the few highly
regarded accounts of life in Mexican California. Professor Doyce B. Nunis
of the University of Southern California provides a preface with a brief
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sketch of the life of Robinson and an appraisal of the merits of his book. A
short bibliographical note is appended to the preface and the text of Robinson's work is followed by Robinson's translation of Fray Ger6nimo Boscana's
Chinigchinich, a contemporary discussion of the Indians of San Juan Capistrano. Unfortunately, this is not a critical edition of the text with the
mispellings, blanks for names which the author does not wish to mention
and other blemishes corrected, nor does it contain notes on the numerous
persons cited, and it is not provided with an index.

University of Virginia

C. ALAN HUTCHINSON

AMERICA'S FRONTIER STORY; A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF WESTWARD
EXPANSION. Ed. by Martin Ridge and Ray Allen Billington. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969. Pp. xxi, 657. Illus. $6.95.
FRONTIER historians have long argued about the nature of frontier history,
its significance in American civilization, even its beginning and end. Since
its discovery as a research and teaching field, there"have been about as many
writers" in the field as there have been pioneers who made the trek. Even
the student who has only a list of the most significant books about the
frontier, or the best source materials written by those who participated, or
the most challenging interpretations of the process, must be bewildered and
discouraged by the bibliographical problem. He may just lean back and let
the professor do his thinking for him, then pad out the lecture with the
nightly TV program or a piece of paperback fiction. "
The purpose of this first documentary history of westward expansion in
paperback form is to provide for the student a balanced source of information about the whole frontier process from the colonial era in North America down to the present.
The editors have a broad-gauged approach to the American frontier and
their selections from the basic source materials are placed in that philosophic
context. A reader is impressed by the vast literature presented in the
twenty-eight chapters, b~ginning with the section on the frontier and
American character and closing with a chapter on the problems and promise
of the West. Divided into two parts, the first deals with the colonial and
Trans-Appalachian frontiers in thirteen chapters; part II covers the TransMississippi West in fourteen chapters. Even the specialist will find in the
excerpts materials from books and articles not familiar to him, and the
whole array of source materials included will enlarge most any reader's
insight into the process. A student will find a smorgasbord of excellent
material written by the people who were there, a far richer collection than
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he can possibly get any other way. In this era when relevance is the central
theme of the collegiate attack upon teaching and learning, even the critical
can find in this book evidence that the frontier had something to do with
his life. A student will not find materials that show the frontier as an exploitive process that caused the ecological 'problems recently discovered by
students. Also missing would be material on the edges of the American expansion-the lumberjack frontier from Maine to Washington, the homestead frontier after 1890, the role played by European immigrants who
sought their second chance on the frontier, the emergence of the great
middle class which calls the turns in American history.
America's Frontier History is good reading for most anybody, but it will
best serve students of history whose horizons can be greatly enlarged by
reading excerpts of the pioneers who marched across the continent. The
book covers the historical waterfront with carefully selected contemporary
writings that have both integrity and flavor, and a literary quality that
makes documentary history interesting and exciting reading.
Wisconsin State University-River Falls

WALKER D. WYMAN

WYOMING: A POLITICAL HISTORY, 1868-1896. By Lewis L. Gould. New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1968. Pp. xiv, 298. Illus., map,
bibliog., index. No price.
A NEW INSIGHT into the brand of frontier individualism operating in Wyoming during the late nineteenth century is provided by Lewis L. Gould in
this lively, well-written political history of the "Cattlemen's Commonwealth." Although fiercely dedicated to the "frontier spirit" with its stress
on individual initiative and self-reliance, the pioneer settler of Wyoming
gave political support· to those politicians most skilled in bringing into the
state the needed federal largess. Wyoming's basic deficiency was the comparative lack of those kinds of resources, particularly mineral ones, which
could sustain an economic boom over a long period of time. Deprived of
economic opportunities available in other Western states and territories, the
citizens of Wyoming, despite their self-proclaimed independence, were attracted to politicians who could guarantee a "continuous stream of federal
money" into the state. The outstanding "pork-barrel artist" in Wyoming was
Francis E. Warren, a man who believed that only through the operation of
a disciplined and orderly political machine, dominated by him, could this
quest for federal subsidies be a successful one. "In the absence of abundance
. . . order and system became the sine qua non of Warren's approach to
politics." Under Warren, then, the often intense factionalism of Wyoming
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politics, which was so characteristic of John A. Campbell's governorship,
was largely terminated.
Gould in his narration deals with such political developments as the
acquisition of territorial status, the statehood movement, the historic Johnson
County War, the role of Populism in the new state, and the fateful election
of 1896, in which the Bryan electors won but Republican control of the state
was maintained. It is a very personal kind of history, the highly significant
roles of Warren and his Republican rival, Joseph M. Carey, being analyzed
with great profit. But the decision to concentrate on personalities has its
disadvantages too. The availability of Warren's carefully preserved papers,
as opposed to the dearth of Carey material, makes Gould's study, in many
respects, almost a Warren's-eye view of Wyoming politics during the Gilded
Age. To compensate for this imbalance the author did delve deeply into
relevant newspaper sources.
New and relatively unknown material has been unearthed by Gould in
this fine study. His careful treatment of the complicated legal aftermath of
the Johnson County War will be appreciated by students of Western history. The brief surge of Populist strength in 1892, one of the products of the
bitter reaction to Republican dominance caused by the party's role in the
Johnson County invasion, is traced, and Warren's manipulation of middleof-the-road Populists in 1896 is examined. But it is in the area of interpretation that,Gould's book has the most to offer. The formidable power of the
cattlemen and the Union Pacific Railroad was unquestionably subject to
the influence of powerful Republicans, although Warren and Carey, both
prominent stockraisers, were careful to defer to the wishes of these potent
interests whenever possible. Even so, "Cattlemen's Commonwealth" may
now be somewhat of a misnomer. His analysis of the territorial system and
Wyoming's relation to it is also helpful, furthering the comprehension of
historians of this often misunderstood system of government. Hopefully,
more general political histories of this caliber on Western states and territories will follow.
'

University

of Northern Colorado, Greeley

ROBERT

W.

LARSON

THE FmST NEW DEAL. By John A. Brennan. Reno: University
of Nevada Press, 1969. 187 pp. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $5.50'

SILVER AND

Too OFTEN the campaign "to do something for silver" during the Great Depression is handled by scholars with a lick and a promise. In this well-organized and clearly written monograph, however, John A. Brennan does
substantially more.
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After setting the stage with a review of silver's post-World War I market
problems, Brennan gives an excellent account of the complicated political
maneuverings on behalf of silver producers during the Hoover administration. Then he plunges into the heart of his book, the politics that led to New
Deal actions in connection with silver. Here is reconstructed the scrambling
of senators from seven Western silver-producing states to forge alliances with
other interests in order to gain bimetallism, remonetization, international
regulation, or silver purchase legislation.
The senators involved, and the producers behind them, were not agreed
as to what the solution of the silver industry's problems was, so they backed
different measures at different times. Nor were the silver senators' motivations exactly the same. They were, of course, aware of silver's political importance in their home states. Yet, Brennan writes, they believed that
increased use of silver for monetary purposes would have a beneficial effect
on the regional, national, and even international economies, and many of
them shared an almost religious faith that free silver bolstered a free society.
These senators were by 1933 able to forge an effective alliance with farm
interests who saw silver as an inflationary device that could resuscitate the
agricultural economy. Additionally, with Franklin D. Roosevelt, there was
now a president who was willing to experiment with monetary manipulation. The results were Elmer Thomas' amendment to the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, which allowed President Roosevelt to order government purchase of all newly produced American silver. Then, in 1934, came
the Silver Purchase Act, which further supported the official market for
silver. With these, silver production boomed and prices improved.
Dr. Brennan has explored the silver issue in a generally commendable
way, and consequently has added much to our knowledge. Yet one cannot
be fully satisfied with his efforts. He does not show precisely who stood to
benefit from government action and how. Brennan is not uncritical of the
silver forces, but he does press the questionable view, without rigorous factual
analysis, that the results of the silver campaign during the 1930'S were of
economic value to America. Moreover, many historians, this one included,
will conclude that he was too charitable in assigning motives to the silver
senators. What happened still looks like a power play by a small group of
seignorial senators and mineowners.
University of Kansas

DONALD

R. McCoy
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IRON EYE'S FAMILY: THE CHILDREN OF JOSEPH LA FLESCHE. By Norma
Kidd Green. Lincoln, Nebraska: Johnsen Publishing Company, 1969'
Pp. xvi, 22). IIlus., Bibliog. No price.
ETHNOHISTORIANS and those acquainted with the monumental study of
Siouan-Omaha culture by Alice Fletcher and Francis La Flesche will be particularly interested in this study. An attempt at collective biography, it is
more importantly a description of the problems encountered by a prominent
Omaha family as it experienced the complex forces of assimilation accompanying the confinement of the "Upstream People" to their permanent
reservation in eastern Nebraska.
Tracing the La Flesche family line is a complicated endeavor. It could
also be instructive of the significant impact that education, technology, and
inter-racial marriages had on the modification of Omaha life. In 1822
Joseph La Flesche, Jr. was born a mixed-blood son to Joseph La Flesche,
Sr., a French trader, and Wa-tun-na, a full-blood woman who was identified with both the Poncas and the Omahas. While the younger Joseph
spent his boyhood with at least four different Siouan and Caddoan tribes,
he cast his lot as a man with the Omahas, who called him E-sta-mah-za, or
Iron Eye. And in accordance with tribal custom, as well as in a manner
befitting one who came to be recognized as a "principal" chief, Iron Eye
had several wives. The two who enjoyed the greatest prominence were
Mary Gale (Omaha-Otoe-Iowa-Caucasian), who bore five children, and
Ta-in-ne (Omaha), who bore three children. Significantly, of the seven
children who lived to adulthood, none completely severed their ties with
the Omahas, even though they moved freely and assumed a variety of
leadership roles in the white man's cultur~.
Taken in the aggregate, the individual life experiences of these seven
people constitute a remarkable degree of diversity; and herein, perhaps, lies
the essential difficulty of the author's method. Apparently determined to
establish a unique and virtually exclusive role for each, she has forced the
La Flesche progeny into excessively neat categories. Thus Marguerite becomes the teacher, Francis the lawyer-scholar, Susette the physician, Rosalie
the shrewd businesswoman, Susan the public speaker and "Indian Maiden"
symbol, Carey the reservation farmer, and Lucy the typical Indian homemaker. But in fact some of the author's own research suggests that each in
his or her own way sought to achieve "success" in a variety of ways, and
sometimes in a manner not only calculated to promote the best interests of
all concerned. In short, there is a tendency to play down certain obvious
human frailties.
Another problem is the author's apparent bias with regard to the impact
that Christianity in general, and the Presbyterian missionaries in particular,
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had on the Omahas. Moreover, the important relationship between the La
Flesche children and the Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel at the reservation level is analyzed in an uncritical manner, and there is a notable
absence of material relating to the role of other mixed-bloods in the preservation and!or modification of Omaha life.
Nevertheless, this is an important book. It illustrates the difficult character of the research tasks involved, and points to the need for further
work in appraising the achievements (and shortcomings) of the more
prominent mixed-blood clans. Were they really interested in confronting
the many problems of their own people, and did they pursue courses of
action designed to bring government policy in line with critical tribal needs?
These and similar kinds of questions the author has left unanswered. Indeed, Mrs. Green has done a more impressive job of assessing the dedicated
work of Alice Fletcher than the collective careers of Iron Eye's children.

Wichita State University

WILLIAM

E. UNRAU

THE MEXICAN AMERICAN: A SELECTED AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. A

Publication of the Center for Latin American Studies. Palo Alto: Stanford University, October 1969. Pp. xiii, 139. Bibliog., index. $1.80.
NUMEROUS bibliographies on Mexican Americans are now appearing. This
one has the virtue of being annotated, but apart from that, I am not certain
what contribution it makes. The authors state that it was intended for both
specialists and informed laymen, and it does appear to have a mixed appeal.
The editors note that they started with approximately 1000 titles, out of
which 600 were examined. The bibliography contains 274 of the latter.
The selection includes items ranging from popular, journalistic accounts,
through more scholarly analyses of different aspects of Mexican American
culture. It appears to have included most of the better-known works-both
the early ones (Sanchez, McWilliams), and the recent (Samora, Rubel).
There are items not only on Mexican Americans in the Southwest and in
other areas of the United States, but also several on Latin America per se.
Some of these are quite general, and their relationship to the Mexican
American situation is somewhat elusive. Some, such as that concerning the
culture of poverty by Oscar Lewis or ritual co-parenthood may have some
peripheral relevance, but others hardly seem related at all. There is no
grouping by subject matter or geographical area, nor by discipline, although
there is a subject index.
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Apparently, students did most of the reviewing and abstracting. A variety
of disciplines are represented amongst them, as listed on the title page. It is
difficult, however, to understand why a communications major should
annotate an anthropological study (p. 44), while an anthropologist reviews
a work by a political scientist (p. 54).
By definition, all works included must have been considered important,
but the annotations also included the readers' evaluations of the works.
These sometimes reflected the lack of experience or naivete of the reader,
and might better have been omitted.
All in all, I personally did not find the bibliography to be much of an
improvement over those already published, such as that of the Inter-Agency
Committee on Mexican American Affairs, or of the Mexican American
Study Project. Probably, the informed layman, however, searching for
references to help him understand specific issues or the situation in a nutshell, would find this bibliography a useful guide to the literature.
The University of Iowa

NANCIE

L.

GONZALEZ

